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Studies in Photography is pleased to act as the

publisher for a new journal – Leaves. 

We are offering this as a forum which engages

people from different disciplines to converse in

broad terms of the essential concerns for life,

such as nature, health, wellbeing, and creativity.

Inspired by the words of Patrick Geddes, –

By leaves we live – we have invited writers, poets,

and photographers to respond to this call. 

Our focus is the actual landscape, engaging with 

practical and experimental methods, involving

physical as well as mental work, such as gardening

and botanical research. In a world, which is heavily

populated by humans, we need to seek solutions

for living which are natural, self-generating and

non-destructive; to see the world as our habitat –

the source of our inspiration, happiness and

health; to consider the rights of nature itself 

and the need to respect those rights for our 

own survival. 

As a member of the Scottish Society for the 

History of Photography (SSHoP), Sara Stevenson

has been the driving force behind these ideas.

Well known as a Hill & Adamson scholar, in her

private life she is a passionate gardener and an

active member of Astley Ainslie Community Trust

(AACT), an Edinburgh group concerned with the

fate of a local hospital. 

The journal was prompted by the decision by the

National Health Service (NHS) for Scotland to sell

the lands currently occupied by the Astley Ainslie

Hospital in South Edinburgh. The decisions will 

reduce the NHS estate and severely reduce the

green space occupied by the health services. 

The Astley Ainslie, a magnificent gift to the nation

a hundred years ago, was specifically designed 

to offer a healing environment within a garden

and natural setting. The current NHS approach

loses this environment and sacrifices an important

connection with nature. Exploring these ideas will

enable a wider debate on what is sustainable and

appropriate for humans in the 21st century. 

Studies in Photography looks forward to publishing

future editions of Leaves in due course. I would

like to thank AACT for their support and all writers,

poets and artists who have contributed to this

edition of Leaves. 

The next edition of Leaves will examine living in

the natural world.

Alexander Hamilton

Co-Editor, Studies in Photography

Note:
Patrick Geddes 1854-1932 was a
pioneering town planner, known for his innovative 
thinking in the fields of urban planning and sociology.
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Welcome to the first issue of Leaves – a journal devoted to nature, health, wellbeing and

creativity. It is concerned with our essential relation to the natural world, from the large 

scale of the global and the fine view that opens our eyes, to the minute examination enabled

by the microscope. We aim to bring together scientific enquirers, artists and enthusiastic 

amateurs to make a journal that gives us both pleasure and enlightenment. 

The broad intention behind Leaves stems from Patrick Geddes’ battle cry: 

‘By leaves we live.’ We are the children of nature and a product of evolution – we belong in

nature and desperately need to reconnect. In the course of developing our own intelligence

and abilities from the models offered by the world we inhabit, we have come to believe that

we have no need for the reality. This is suicidal. We need to look, to listen, to stand quietly,

to run for the joy of it, to garden, and to think openly. 

Patrick Geddes’ opinion, quoted in full on page 22 makes the point that the leaf is the key 

to our lives. We are strangling ourselves by an obsession with cash, and that force is largely 

invisible – plastic and promises written in thin air. The economist, Dieter Helm, whose book,

Natural Capital, is reviewed here by Robin Harper (p102), has turned our attention back to 

reality, and the potential for a world, which Patrick Geddes would approve of, firmly based

on the Leaf Standard of wealth.

This is surely an intelligent idea.

We wish here to discuss the local and the global together; to consider the future in terms 

of the past and the knowledge and power developed by our ancestors as well as our 

contemporaries, both here in Scotland and all over the world. In all the cacophony of modern

communication, we need a still centre for the specialists and others to meet, look at each

others’ proposals, understand each others’ arguments, and make a better environment. 

The contemporary pictures and written pieces, published here by generous permission of the

authors, are designed for thought and pleasure. They are backed by historical commentary

from our ancestors, whose wisdom built the ground we stand on.

The principles behind these ideas express the critical role of natural life, and not just in the

ways in which it can be regarded as useful to us. These principles should be informed by

happiness, contentment, beauty, fulfilment, imagination and the other features, which make

life desirable – a dream, not a nightmare. 

Nature is not an adjunct to the human race; it is our mother and our habitat. 

Editorial
The Leaf Standard

Sara Stevenson
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David Ainslie and the Astley Ainslie Hospital

The journal is prompted by the need to honour David Ainslie of Costerton in East Lothian,

who died in 1900, leaving his wealth to found a convalescent hospital in Edinburgh.

David Ainslie’s hospital  would assist the patients of the Royal Infirmary to recuperate from

severe illness. He named it the Astley Ainslie Institution for his nephew, John Astley Ainslie,

who had been orphaned as a child. John became David’s own son. But he died at the age 

of 26, and the institution was designed as a loving memorial for the young man. 

David Ainslie’s trustees, advised to invest his money and enlarge it, first set up the institution

in the 1920s in the area of South Edinburgh known as Canaan – a green and flourishing

place, facing into the sun and air. It was based on the gardens of several Victorian houses, in-

cluding (to the trustees’ delight) that owned by the surgeon, Professor James Syme. 

Even more remarkably, the site’s history is, in the words of the authoritative local historian,

Charles J Smith, ‘rich in ancient and dramatic historical associations going back into the 

middle ages.’ The Royal Botanic Garden of Edinburgh assisted in building up the stock of 

the gardens, which already held an international spread of trees, and they added a range 

of Himalayan plants. The convalescents thus entered a place which was not just focussed

on practical issues of health but was also a source of natural reconnection and delight. 

The institution extended its interest into occupational therapy (OT), bringing in a Canadian

expert, Mabel McRae, to introduce the profession. During the Second World War, the place was

requisitioned for the military, but once it was ended, the trustees sprang into action, purchased

more land and advanced its practice of OT, setting up training for the rest of the country.

The formation of the National Health Service saw the Astley Ainslie taken over by 

the government, which has managed the hospital since 1948 and given additional 

responsibilities to the site. They are now intending to dispose of the hospital to fund more

concentrated hospital sites. 

The Leaf Standard

Sara Stevenson
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The site is exceptionally important public land – 

The Astley Ainslie hospital grounds occupy roughly 17 hectares (42 acres), including designed

landscapes, policy woodlands, wetland, and plantation woodland. It is the central part of the

green corridor reaching out from the city to the south; the biodiversity value of the site in 

relation to its position in the city is high. There are approximately twenty buildings on the site,

with utility structures, such as laundry and boilerhouse. There are five nineteenth-century 

villas; buildings constructed for the Astley Ainslie Institution in the 1920s and 30s, such as the

butterfly pavilions and the Egyptian-influenced science block. Others include wartime huts

and modern buildings: The School, the Balfour and Charles Bell Pavilions, the Atos Building,

and the new Smart Centre.

The Astley Ainslie community sits in the area bounded by Bruntsfield, Marchmont, Grange,

Morningside and Merchiston. The area is represented politically in the ward of South 

Edinburgh.

This land is public property. It was historically part of the common good of Edinburgh 

and should be dedicated to a continued interest in nature, our health, wellbeing and 

creative pleasures. 

The Leaf Standard

Sara Stevenson
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The vision for the future of the Astley Ainslie is based entirely on the aspirations received

from the local community at the Ideas Day, from schools events and online submissions.

The vision comprises three related elements:

• Overarching principles.

• Future uses

• Things to retain

We are proposing to create a socially diverse initiative on the site, including the conservation

and development of green and wild spaces, keeping the health and well-being agenda, 

engaging those who have additional needs in work experience and creativity and offering

social housing. We hope to create a sustainable site, in environmental terms, with minimal

waste, and initiatives to tackle climate change, such as innovative renewable energy.

For further information, see the website www.aact.scot

Please consider joining us as a member, which gives you direct and active participation.

We are seeking philanthropic interest and practical partnerships and look forward to hearing

from you.

Convenors 

William McGhee and Akiko Kobayashi

Treasurer 

Michael Hall

Communications 

Julia Bouvy, Nathan Bower-Bir and Stuart Buchanan

Following pages:

Sara Stevenson

Leaves and water, 

Greenhill 
2019

The Astley Ainslie Community Trust

Astley Ainslie Community Trust (AACT) was established in 2018 by volunteer local residents

who believe that the community as a whole will benefit from continued public access to,

and ownership of, the grounds and buildings. The trust believes that the NHS and  

Scottish Government, who currently have the authority over the land, should consider 

keeping it in public hands in line with the intentions proposed by David Ainslie, as a 

significant natural resource within a crowded city – for health and for our happiness.

The aim of the organisation is ‘to pursue community ownership on the Astley Ainslie site 

for the common good, and to provide a forum for all those who wish to engage.’ The trust

has developed a vision for the future based on community aspirations, through a series of

public events and other community engagement activities in March 2019. The Astley Ainslie 

Community Trust thus acts as a conduit for public opinion, principally local but inviting

national and international comment and contribution.

In June of 2020, the Scottish Land Fund and the Architectural Heritage Fund have approved

grants to develop a feasability study on the site. This enables us to move forward.

The Leaf Standard

Sara Stevenson
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How many people think twice about a leaf? 

Yet the leaf is the chief product and phenomenon

of life: this is a green world, with animals 

comparatively few and small, and all dependent

upon the leaves. By leaves we live. Some people

have strange ideas that they live by money. They

think energy is generated by the circulation of

coins. But the world is mainly a vast leaf-colony,

growing on and forming a leafy soil, not a mere

mineral mass: and we live not by the jingling of

our coins, but by the fullness of our harvests.

But growth seems slow: and people are all out 

for immediate results, like immediate votes or 

immediate money. A garden takes years and years

to grow – ideas also take time to grow, and while

a sower knows when his corn will ripen, the sowing

of ideas is, as yet, a far less certain affair. 

Star-wonder, stone and spark-wonder, 

life-wonder, folk-wonder, these are the stuff of 

astronomy and physics, of biology and the social

sciences. ... To appreciate sunset and sunrise,

moon and stars, the wonders of the winds, clouds

and rain, the beauty of woods and fields – here

are the beginnings of natural sciences.

We need to give everyone the outlook of the

artist, who begins with the art of seeing – and

then in time we shall follow him into the seeing 

of art, even the creating of it. In the same way the

scholar and the student may be initiated ... into 

the essential outlook of the astronomer and the

geographer, of the mathematician and the 

mechanic, the physicist and the chemist, 

the geologist and the mineralogist, the botanist

and the zoologist, and thence more generally, 

of the biologist. Next, too, the anthropologist ... 

and the economist. 

But this general and educational point of view

must be brought to bear on every specialism. 

The teacher’s outlook should include all 

viewpoints. ... Hence we must cease to think

merely in terms of separated departments and

faculties and must relate these in the living mind;

in the social mind as well – indeed, this above all. 

And so – with art inspiring industry, and developing

the sciences accordingly – beyond the attractive

yet dangerous apples of the separate sciences,

the Tree of Life thus comes into view. 

Note: 
The excerpts appear in the order they occur in the 
lecture. There are some small changes to the original
punctuation. The lecture was given in the summer of
1919. Geddes’s title was Biology and its Social Bearings:
How a Botanist Looks at the World. We owe the 
transcription and publication of the lecture to Amelia 
Defries who devotes an entire chapter to it in her book 
The Interpreter: Geddes, the Man and his Gospel, 
(London: Routledge, 1927), pp. 172–190. The significance
of the lecture was recognised when it was reproduced 
as Appendix 2 of the revised edition of Cities in Evolution
(London: Williams and Norgate, 1949). It is one the most
concise yet comprehensive statements of Geddes’s
thinking, a statement of the need for interdisciplinarity in
the interests of both intellectual and ecological survival.
It is the focus of chapter fourteen of Murdo Macdonald’s
book Patrick Geddes’s Intellectual Origins, 
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2020).

Patrick Geddes’s Farewell Lecture
to University College, Dundee 

Excerpts selected by Murdo Macdonald
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John Ruskin would have appreciated the late

summer and early winter of 2019 in Scotland. 

The climate was perfect for creating a spectacular

array of autumn leaves in gorgeous colours, 

ranging from plum reds and russets to singing

golden hues. It had been Ruskin’s year, as he was

born in 1819, and a number of exhibitions were

arranged and publications emerged to mark the

anniversary. One of the consequences of the 

renewed interest in this once towering 

nineteenth-century figure is that there has been

some debate about why he remains so important.

Among the many reasons for his enduring 

significance surely lies his ability to make us slow

down, look closely and marvel at the minutiae 

of nature. He could scrutinise something as 

ostensibly simple or modest as a leaf (or a shell 

or feather), and admire its beauty, structure, 

variety, specificity and the insight and inspiration 

it can provide.

Ruskin is perhaps chiefly remembered as an art

critic and the champion of J.M.W. Turner. However,

through his writings and lectures and teaching 

he touched, often in a profound way, on numerous

subjects, and made compelling connections 

between them – engaging with society, history

and art, as well as the natural world. This ranging

across disciplines might be seen as the privilege

of a dilettante, but could also be viewed as 

profoundly enlightened and in fact harks back 

to an age before all the neat pigeon-holing of

knowledge and specialisms we are now used to. 

Ruskin never just glanced at anything. He looked

intensely and sought to transpose what he saw

into different media in order to comprehend it –

sometimes creating refined drawings and water-

colours and on other occasions rich, evocative

written descriptions. His drawings, although the

work of an amateur, are among the most beautiful

of the Victorian age. While his writings about 

nature are often effusive, they are passionate and

roar or tumble across the page, overwhelming

the reader with their eloquence. They reveal his 

fascination with geology and meteorology, as well

as trees and plants. He perceived nature through

them as being in a constant state of flux, with 

cycles of growth and decay – which were intensely

beautiful, but also in many ways ungraspable.

There is a strong sense in his work that details of

nature could provide revelations about the wider

environment from which they come – Ruskin

would not have used words like microcosm and

macrocosm, but their meaning would not have

been alien to him. 

Ruskin
and the never humble leaf

Christopher Baker
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He was very much aware of the fact that there is 

a long tradition of artists and artisans who have

taken inspiration from natural details, such as

leaves. Ruskin loved the architecture and 

sculptural enrichment of cities like Venice, and

noted in his treatise The Stones of Venice that 

‘to the Gothic workman the living foliage became

a subject of intense affection.’ In his own time 

one of the key reasons why he was so passionate

about the achievement of the Pre-Raphaelite

artists, was that they studied the natural world 

directly (which often proved an immensely difficult

undertaking with ambitious oil paintings). Their

‘truth to nature’ mantra was for Ruskin not just 

a fashionable slogan, but a way of life.

So where does all this lead and will Ruskin 

be celebrated in another 100 years? If he has 

encouraged us to move away from second-hand

experiences and engage directly with nature

once again and be aware of how precious it is,

that can only be beneficial. His writing has a 

growing urgency and political dimension. 

Opposite:
Norman McBeath
Leaf Series III 
from
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When you next walk through an Edinburgh park

or over the Pentland hills and see some glorious

leaves – why not look at them in the spirit he

encouraged. He wrote in Modern Painters

The leaves ... at our feet take all kinds of      

strange shapes, as if to excite us to examine 

them ... they seem to perpetually to tempt 

our watchfulness, and to take delight in 

outstripping our wonder.

Ruskin and the never humble leaf

Christopher Baker
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revolution, when human numbers began to 

soar, we have carved out cities, urban sprawl 

and agricultural land from vast areas of natural 

vegetation. Not only has photosynthetic 

production fallen at our hands but, by burning

fossil fuels, we have released carbon captured

and locked away by plants over millions of years

of photosynthesis. We have changed the 

composition of the atmospheric, so that it is no

longer held in balance by the power of plants and

now, in the Anthropocene, we confront a global

climate emergency and a biodiversity crisis.

There are those, and I am one of them, who 

say that if, together with many other necessary 

actions, we plant trees in sufficient numbers 

we might yet avert the worst of climate change. 

Others, to my surprise, argue against tree planting.

Clearly, not everyone sees trees in the same way.

William Blake, who like Geddes could capture the

essence of things, observed that, 

The tree which moves some to tears of joy is 

in the eyes of others only a green thing which 

stands in the way. Some see Nature all ridicule 

and deformity, and by these I shall not 

regulate my proportions; and some scarce 

see Nature at all. But to the eyes of the man 

of imagination, Nature is Imagination itself. 

As a man is, so he sees.  

William Blake, Letters, 1906  

If nature is imagination itself, then surely we 

can imagine restoring the leaf colony since, in

Geddes’ words, ‘...the leaf is the chief product and

phenomenon of life: this is a green world, with 

animals comparatively few and small, and all 

dependent on the leaves’.

The arguments of those who oppose large-scale

planting in the face of climate change are varied,

one being that we should stand back and let 

nature take its course, forests will return in time.

But, given the pace at which glaciers retreat and

sea levels rise, we do not have time to wait.  

Others say we should focus on protecting the

forests we already have and, of course, we must.

Far too many precious old growth forests are

felled for timber and paper pulp, materials we can

readily obtain from plantations. It is also pointed

out that some environments do not naturally 

support trees and should not be planted with

them. All this is true, but wherever there is soil,

space and sufficient water for trees we should

plant well-selected native species. 

Patrick Geddes looked to the future. In the 

dark days of the First World War he wrote, 

The reversal of all these tendencies, 

mechanistic and venal, would be the 

preoccupation of a more vital era than that   

from which we are escaping. Its educational 

aim would be to think out and prepare the 

needed transition from a machine, and 

a money economy, towards one of Life, 

Personality and Citizenship. 

Branford and Geddes 1917

As I write, the prospects for the future again seem

bleak, we now know that climate change requires

responses, we must restore the leaf colony. 

But inertia and perverse economic incentives 

impede our transition towards an economy of life. 

Photosynthesis made the world we live in and 

it can save it. By leaves we will live, I hope.

Note: 
William Blake (1906) Letters.
Victor Branford and Patrick Geddes (1917) 
The Coming Polity Introduction (page v).

Following pages:
Kat Axemo
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‘By leaves we live,’ the famous words of Patrick

Geddes, have long struck me as a timeless 

and universal truth. Our dependence on leaves 

defines both our deep past and our uncertain 

future. Ages before there were such things as

pockets, or coins to jingle in them, photosynthesis

created the possibility of life for us and for millions

of the other species we share the planet with. 

This seemingly magical process fashioned and

framed the world we inhabit.

The magic began long before the first leaf 

unfurled. The earth had orbited the sun a billion

times when, three and a half billion years ago,

blue-green algae acquired the ability to use its 

energy to transform water and carbon dioxide

from the oceans around them. Harvesting the

power of sunlight, they created carbohydrates 

to fuel their metabolism from the molecules they

were surrounded by. The energy they captured

became sustenance for herbivorous animals and

the base of the food chain for carnivores. Oxygen,

which was scarce in the atmosphere of the earth

in its early days, was produced as a by product

and steadily accumulated, first in the oceans and

later in the air. For the longest time the monopoly

on photosynthesis was held by microscopic blue-

green algae, growing singly or in multicellular

forms. Some of the earliest forms, called 

stromatolites and found as fossils over 3.5 billion

years old, have survived into modern times, 

forming mineralised mounds in shallow, 

saline reefs.

Around two billion years ago, two momentous

events occurred. The first, the ‘Great Oxidation

Event’ marked the point when oxygen became

sufficiently abundant in the atmosphere to 

support the evolution of large-bodied animals.  

The second, a consequence of the first, was the

evolution of larger and more complex kinds of

cells inside which internal membranes enclosed

specialised structures performing different 

functions. The cell nucleus, containing the 

chromosomes, is one such structure, characteristic

of these new ‘eukaryotic’ cells. Remarkably, three

other bodies incorporated into these new cells

had previously evolved as independent, free-

living microbes. So significant was this event that

it is described as ‘the Big Bang of Cell Biology.’

Our own cells include two different endosymbionts,

as the incorporated structures are known: 

mitochondria which use oxygen to release energy

from carbohydrates and flagellae which enable

cell movement. Crucially, we lack chloroplasts,

the third endosymbiotic structures, which 

originated as unicellular blue green algae and are

found only in the evolutionary lineage which gave

rise to algae and land plants. That chloroplasts,

the sites of photosynthesis in plant cells, had 

originally lived independently was an insight of

Andreas Schimper (1856-1901), born just two

years after Patrick Geddes and well known to 

him through his research. Schimper saw that

chloroplasts divide by constricting in the middle,

exactly as unicellular blue green algae do. 

The leaves by which we live are therefore products

of a long and little-known journey which, in the

early chapters of our planet, created the food 

and air necessary for our existence. As plants 

covered the face of the land, our world became

what Geddes called ‘... a vast leaf colony, growing

on and forming a leafy soil ...’ 

After millennia of shaping the world around us 

for our benefit, modern humans have greatly 

reduced the leaf colony. Since the industrial 

A Timeless and Universal Truth

Stephen Blackmore
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Autumn

O whence the leaves

scuttering down Easter Road,

sycamore and rowan

desperate as refugees,

crowding against the wheels of street-side dumpsters

– common leaves

with two-three crisp packets, like gaudy imposters

fleeing by outside the corner-shop

convenient for milk and pornography…

see the leaves hurry, Shy but Dirty –

past the Chinese nail-bar,

Mr Greg’s Tatoos –

they’re here, look:

blown into your stair

with the pizza delivery leaflets…

O whither the leaves?

Kathleen Jamie

from The Bonniest Companie

(London: Picador, 2015)
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John Ruskin- 1819 -1900

Proserpina - Studies of Wayside Flowers.

In his study of plants Ruskin sought to challenge

the accepted notions of plant classification. 

He believed that each plant had a story to tell 

and that, if told, then the public would grow to 

understand the importance of nature. The project

Proserpina (which was named after the Greek

goddess of nature who returned from the 

underworld each spring to regenerate the world)

consumed his time and energy at Brantwood

from 1875 to 1886. 

Proserpina - Part 1. Studies of Wayside Flowers.

While the Air was Pure among the Alps,

and in the Scotland and England 

which my father knew.

The Leaf. Chapter 3 – 1975

Take your laurel branch into your hand again.      

There are, as you must well know, innumerable

shapes and orders of leaves;–there are some 

like claws; some like fingers, and some like   

feet; there are endlessly cleft ones, and 

endlessly clustered ones, and inscrutable 

divisions within divisions of the fretted verdure;   

and wrinkles, and ripples, and stitchings, and   

hemmings, and pinchings, and gatherings, 

and crumplings, and clippings, and what not. 

But there is nothing so constantly noble as the  

pure leaf of the laurel, bay, orange, and olive;  

numerable, sequent, perfect in setting, divinely

simple and serene. I shall call these noble    

leaves ‘Apolline’ leaves. They characterize     

many orders of plants, great and small, – from    

the magnolia to the myrtle, and exquisite 

'myrtille' of the hills, (bilberry); but wherever   

you find them, strong, lustrous, dark green,  

simply formed, richly scented or stored, – you 

have nearly always kindly and lovely vegetation,

in healthy ground and air.

Secondly; think awhile of its dark clear green, 

and the good of it to you. Scientifically, you    

know green in leaves is owing to 'chlorophyll,'    

or, in English, to 'greenleaf.' It may be very fine   

to know that; but my advice to you, on the   

whole, is to rest content with the general fact   

that leaves are green when they do not grow    

in or near smoky towns; and not by any means   

to rest content with the fact that very soon   

there will not be a green leaf in England, but   

only greenish-black ones. And thereon resolve     

that you will yourself endeavour to promote     

the growing of the green wood, rather than 

of the black.

Art and Phenology 

Creative partnerships between scientists and

artists provide opportunities to understand what is

happening in the world around us. The passion

that drove Goethe and Ruskin to consider the

phenomenon of the leaf found new disciples 

who were willing to consider what their eyes 

and imagination told them.  

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe - 1749-1832

The Metamorphosis of Plants-Die Urpflanze 

Goethe's essay is the result of a study of plants

before his Italian journey in 1786-1788. The 

concept of his archetypal plant, Die Urpflanze

gradually developed and was modified during 

his journey, as is clear from his diary entries:

Here where I am confounded with a great 

variety of plants, my hypothesis that it might  

be possible to derive all plant forms from one 

original plant becomes clear to me and more  

exciting. Only when we have accepted this     

idea will it be possible to determine genera     

and species exactly. So far this has, I believe, 

been done in a very arbitrary way. At this state    

of my botanical philosophy, I have reached an 

impasse, and I do not see how to get out of it. 

The whole subject seems to me to be profound

and of far-reaching consequence. 

Padua Botanical Gardens, September 27, 1786

Seeing such a variety of new and renewed    

forms, my old fancy suddenly came back 

to mind: among this multitude might I not 

discover the Primal Plant. There certainly must   

be one. Otherwise, how could I recognize that    

this or that form was a plant if all were not built 

on the same basic model?

Botanical Gardens, Palermo, Sicily, April 17, 1797

The Primal Plant is going to be the strangest

creature in the world, which Nature herself

shall envy me. With this model and the key to it,

it will be possible to go on forever inventing

plants and know that their existence is logical;

that is to say, if they do not actually exist, they

could, for they are not the shadow phantoms

of vain imagination, but possess an inner 

necessity and truth.   

Naples, May 17, 1787

While walking in the Public Gardens of

Palermo, it came to me in a flash that in the

organ of the plant which we are accustomed

to call the leaf lies the true Proteus who can

hide or reveal himself in vegetal forms. From

first to last, the plant is nothing but leaf, which

is so inseparable from the future germ that

one cannot think of one without the other. 

Rome, July 31, 1787

Goethe and Ruskin 
Talking about plants and the art of phenology 

Alexander Hamilton
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Cyanotype with 
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For a year in 2009, I worked as an artist, in the 

gardens of Brantwood, the home of John Ruskin.

There I followed a pattern of daily walks keeping

to the same paths and examining the changing

effects that plants were going through. The year

was also spent maintaining close links with 

Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh (RBGE) as their

programme of phenology was underway. The

artistic work followed on from conversations, 

research and the direct engagement with nature.

As the scientists took measurements and observed

the changes in leaf development in Edinburgh the

artist was drawing out sap and making capillary

pictures at Brantwood. His cyanograms recorded

the plants as they emerged from the garden 

settings. The resulting programme of artworks was

exhibited in Brantwood, Lancaster University, and

as the opening exhibition for the new John Hope

gallery at the Botanic Garden Edinburgh. A follow-

up programme of research was carried out in

Poland, observing and engaging with scientists

who had recorded the changing patterns of leaf

and flower openings within the common dog 

violet. The use of plants as key indicators of climate

change continues to be a major focus of the work

at the Botanic Garden which began as early as 1850.

Notes:
My work was supported by a Leverhulme Trust Scholar-
ship and in 2010 a British Council Darwin grant to present 
a programme of arts-based research with the garden
team at Brantwood and the phenology team at 
The Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh, and alongside 
a programme of phenology based fieldwork enquiry 
with the Department of Behavioural Ecology of 
Adam Mickiewicz University Poznan, researching 
evolutionary theory and biodiversity in Poland. 

Phenology Monitoring 

The Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh 

Phenological research at RBGE dates back to 

the 1850s, when the Curator, James McNab, 

first recorded the flowering dates of more than 

60 species. Sporadic historical flowering records 

also exist for the early 20th century.

The current phenology programme was initiated

in 2002, drawing on dedicated volunteer efforts 

to record the initiation and duration of flowering

and leaf development for over a hundred species.

Over time, these data will increase our 

understanding of how plants respond to climate,

what climatic parameters they are sensitive to,

and whether climate change leads to changes 

in their annual life cycle.

Phenology is important because it has a direct 

influence on whether plants and animals thrive 

or survive in their environments. It is important 

because our food supply depends on the timing

of phenological events. And, to scientists, changes

in the timing of phenological events can be used

an as indicator of changing climates.

Ruskin and Goethe

Alexander Hamilton
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Opposite:
Robin Gillanders
Philosopher’s Garden 
Walk 10

Under the surface

One purpose of a walk is to stop,

to move towards a moment

when motion ceases;

to listen: a raven calls,

leaves fall.

One purpose of following a lochside path is to pause 

beside ripples, to watch 

leaves gather into a flotilla

with a mat of rushes

ready for meditation.

One purpose of this poem is to invite you

to share rushes, ripples, raven,

leaves, to come here

into this day; 

to stand, staring into the water.

Mandy Haggith 
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Following a dangerous accident, Alasdair Niven

was an inpatient at the Astley Ainslie hospital for

six weeks in 1986. The following transcript comes

from the film, Astley Ainslie Voices, which is being

made for the Astley Ainslie Community Trust by

the filmmakers, Trina McKendrick and Kev Theaker.

Alasdair now works as a volunteer at the Royal

Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.

The first two parts of Astley Ainslie Voices may be seen at 
www.writteninfilm. com. Astley Ainslie Voices

To have the wind in the trees, to see the trees    

moving - it was something that took me out 

of myself.

Very green and very natural, and it took me    

from a place of pain into a place of calm.

The accident was in the centre of town. I had  

just come from Heriot-Watt University when 

they had a location in the Grassmarket, and   

me and two friends, my flatmates, were 

crossing the road when a car that was 

travelling far too fast came down the road.

My two friends, who were nearer the car, 

managed to see it in time and step back. 

I didn’t and was knocked a total of about 

30-40 yards where I incurred, due to the 

accident, serious brain damage.

I flatlined about two or three times.

I couldn’t remember anything about life before.

It was like being reborn. What was wonderful

about being reborn in the Astley Ainslie was

being able to look out the windows and you

saw nature – the sound of hospital trolleys was

quite jarring – and everything was mollified by

the fact that you were breathing fresh air, you

had sunshine coming in and you had the green

around you. Again, there was a lot of pain. 

A lot of us in the ward were suffering pain –

we were seeing the world through pain – but 

it was a lovely way to be brought back into 

the world.

You can be who you are where you are, what 

you are, in an environment like this. It’s very 

forgiving, like the buzzing of bees in the ears.

That’s something that the brain’s reacting to –

something that you don’t get in a clinical 

environment. That is why an environment like 

this is so, so important.

To have something like the grounds of the 

Astley Ainslie changed would be criminal. 

There is so much importance in the nature 

itself – of the natural things here. To have that

taken away would be – why?

I dread that the eco systems of everything

around  could be lost - the strength and 

the power of it, and what it can do for us. 

If that’s lost I would give up on humanity. 

I really would.

Alasdair Niven
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I think most people know intuitively that being

outside in nature has a beneficial effect on their

well-being. That’s why people say things like; 

‘I love having a dog because it means I am out

walking in the woods everyday’ and ‘when I am

feeling low a good walk in the park/woods/up

the hill clears my head’. My friend suffers from 

depression and, and when things get tough, she

says the best thing for her is to climb the local hill.

My partner says, when he is cycling in the 

Pentlands, the views put a smile on his face. 

Well, children are not that different. They may not

be able to express it, but it is the same for them. 

I used to work in the nursery on the Astley Ainslie

site, and often when a child or children got upset,

or a bit grizzly, we took them outside, not just to

our little enclosed playground but beyond into

the green space which we had on our doorstep.

As soon as the child or children saw the trees 

and could walk outside, they would calm down and

very quickly recover from whatever was upsetting

them; they would start playing with a stick, look at

the leaves, feel the grass, the bushes, and smile. 

I have seen this many times and felt the happiness

of the children each time when they are in nature.

I have also heard the children tell their parents at

the end of the nursery day about their day and,

most of the time, if the child had been outdoors 

in nature, that was their strongest memory and

learning for the day. They would say things like;

‘Do you know, mummy, it’s autumn right now and

all the leaves were orange’, ‘I climbed a tree and 

it was really high’, and ‘I saw a rabbit today’. 

Nature is unpredictable, it’s interesting, and things

you learn when you are outdoors, in nature, you

experience with your whole body and all your

senses, so it is hard to replicate this experience

indoors. You can touch a tree or plant, you can

smell it, you can see it change and you can even

taste it on occasion. Sometimes there are risks.

You can fall out of a tree, but, if you never learn 

to take risks or cope with an awkward situation,

life would be unmanageable. Most things in life

require risk taking, such as learning to walk, to

cross a road and cook food. I knew a child who

had Autistic Spectrum Disorder, and he loved

climbing and escaping from home. He would

climb onto his rooftop from his bedroom window

on the third floor, when he got restless, which

worried us all. What he liked most though was

climbing trees, sitting in them for hours, and 

running up hills. On the days when he could do

this, he was calm, he smiled and he slept well,

which was a rare treat for his parents. 

I have seen the benefits of nature on children

through my own experience, and there is a lot 

of published research which agrees. One of them

is a report written for the National Trust, 

by Stephen Moss, called Natural Childhood (2012)

which explains the scientific argument with 

research-based evidence. 

For those of you who are interested, this may be seen at
https://nt.global.ssl.fastly.net/documents/
read-our-natural-childhood-report.pdf  

The Effects of Nature on Children

Roksan Hur
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Opposite:
Robin Gillanders
Philosopher’s Garden 
Walk 9

Winter Solstice at the Secret Herb Garden

There's many a herb to cure,

Not one, however, for death, to be sure.

Here, in the glasshouse,

the plants overwinter:

camomile and mint drowse;

rough clumps of lavender

sprawl in unkempt beds.

Rosemary leaves, star-like,

smell of balm a mother spreads

on an ill child's chest at night.

Here's lemon verbena,

its citrussy leaves aromatic;

sage, the sick-room cleanser;

milk thistle, a liver tonic.

Winter jasmine twines

through willow peacones;

grapes flinch on vines

against the stinging cold.

All is in abeyance.

Yet here are cures

for all our ailments –

for loneliness, for terror;

for those who suffer dread

of illness, the dark, of poverty

with gentle forbearance instead,

when there is no remedy.

All these leaves weary, yellowing.

Yet rubbed between fingers

their scent clings to the skin,

still potent, tenacious.

Patricia Ace
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Each year the garden holds a ‘wassailing’ in the

space – an old tradition to welcome a bountiful

harvest for the coming year, by singing traditional

songs, drinking juice from the previous harvest

and playing music. These spaces are opening 

up even more to the community with the 

construction of one of the city’s cycle paths

through the space and the gardens team are

working with the hospital to maintain the space,

and plant new trees and develop the area 

for biodiversity.

Our gardens staff are multi-disciplinary with 

backgrounds in psychology, horticulture, herbal

medicine, forest schools, occupational therapy,

art therapy and social work. Working across 

3 hospital sites, including Midlothian Community

Hospital and the Astley Ainslie Hospital, 

our 18 staff help create these spaces through 

tireless positivity, support and a listening ear 

(and love of plants). We are working increasingly

with students across allied healthcare settings,

providing placements and opportunities to learn

about therapeutic gardening. The impact that

these future professionals can have is huge.

Community gardening does not come without 

its challenges – the ever present threat of losing

annual funding streams, policy changes, and

keeping up with increasing demand. Weather,

sore backs and rabbits are a constant niggle and

yet the garden continues to thrive.

The beauty of a community garden is that you

never know what each day will bring - every 

encounter can make a real difference to people.

Most recently we had a letter from a family who

told us they used to visit the garden with their

mum who was an inpatient here. Sadly she

passed away in hospital, and they still come to 

remember her here, with love. The garden holds 

a special place in their, and many others’, hearts.

Being part of such a changeable space – one day

a haven for wildlife, the next a quiet space to hold

tight to a loved one – is a privilege, and one that 

I hope continues. Each garden we work in

changes year on year, meeting the needs of its

community all while remaining true to its initial

purpose; being a therapeutic space away from

the businesses of life, reminding us to take in 

and value our surroundings.

The Royal Edinburgh Community Garden 
is open every day for visitors and 
for volunteering 3 days a week. 

Following pages:
Alicia Bruce
The Herdmanflat 
(originally Haddington 
District Asylum) 
Orchard

Cyrenians 

Royal Edinburgh Community Garden

With community gardening increasingly 

recognised for its many social and health benefits,

the Royal Edinburgh Community Garden in the

grounds of the Royal Edinburgh hospital is 

becoming progressively busier.  

The gardens have been open since 2010 thanks

to the vision of Dr Charles Winstanley who 

believed a community garden was essential to

support the recovery of patients in the hospital.

The service is managed by Cyrenians – 

a local charity set up to support people out of 

homelessness, and to tackle inequality in its many

forms. With mental health difficulties and isolation

being prime causes of homelessness it is easy 

to see how community gardening fits into this

mission. 

The community garden is a place for friends old

and new to feel welcome, find a sense of purpose

and meaning, and to recuperate or stay well.

Robert has been a volunteer with us since the

garden started over 10 years ago. He first 

attended as an inpatient, and on returning home

realised he needed something to do with people,

to keep well. Recently he had a short relapse and

was readmitted for a period; the nursing staff

would come with him to our communal lunch 

expressly to see friends and just to do something

‘normal’. He attributes part of his faster recovery

this time round to knowing he had the garden to

come back to. 

For anyone who has ever been in hospital, or 

visited someone unwell, it can be a difficult time.

What better to lift the spirits than a walk in a

beautiful green space, visit with family, or have 

a meeting with a support worker. Nursing staff

regularly bring one gentleman to the garden 

as they say it’s the only place that he is calm. 

Hospital staff also benefit, starting and ending

shifts with a walk, or taking a quiet lunch break

amongst the flowers. 

For those not able to leave the ward, we bring 

the outside in; through winter the focus is more

on nature-based crafts, cooking and sensory 

activities and providing a break from the daily

routine. We deliver workshops on 15 wards across

the hospital, working with around 400 patients

every year. It can really turn things around for

people. Very commonly we hear people say, 

‘I didn’t think I would be able to do that’, and that

they feel better after taking part. We focus on 

activities that build skills, or encourage learning

and re-learning. Our work on wards is mostly with

people with dementia and in physical rehabilitation,

with complex learning disabilities or acute mental

health problems.  

Many might not know that the Royal Edinburgh

Hospital houses Scotland’s oldest urban orchard;

people in the local community we meet have

happy memories of picking from the trees 

as children, and still do, this time with their 

grandchildren. 

A therapeutic space for everyone

Lucy Holroyd

When I come to the 

garden I like to leave 

my troubles at the 

garden gate and 

I can forget for a while    

that I am unwell.
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The use of plants as bioindicators has proved to

be an effective and reliable tool for the detection

and monitoring of air pollutant impacts. They offer

a low-cost, effect-related monitoring of air quality

by way of measuring grids in urban centres. 

Plants cannot select and move their living places

as can animals, and thus live their lives responding

to their surrounding environment. Whenever 

environmental components, such as temperature,

soil water content, nutrients, and air pollutants, ex-

ceed the range to which the plants can adapt or

become limiting, the plant develops abnormal

symptoms or growth. The appearance of such 

abnormal symptoms or growth is a good 

indicator of the dangers of environmental pollution

to human beings. A number of air pollutants, such 

as sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, ozone, 

peroxyacetyl nitrate, halogens, and acid rain, 

can damage plants as well as people.

For all of these reasons, plants offer an excellent

alarm system for detecting the presence of 

excessive concentrations of air pollutants and

often provide the very first evidence that the air 

is polluted. Plant responses, especially 

characteristic foliar symptoms, have long been

used as indicators of air pollutants. In addition, 

the amount of metal accumulation has also been

used as a bioindicator. Understanding this crucial

partnership with plants and trees is important if

we are going to stem the current use of materials

that pollute and lead to serious consequences 

for human health and wellbeing.

Dr Andreas & Dr Gabriele Klumpp
International conference on Urban Air Pollution, 
Bioindication and Environmental Awareness 
at the University of Hohenheim - Report 2004

In 2002 I was a participant in the international

conference on Urban Air Pollution, Bioindication

and Environmental Awareness at the University of

Hohenheim. Experts from 20 countries in Europe,

Asia and Latin America took the opportunity to

showcase results from various biomonitoring

studies and environmental education campaigns.

I took the opportunity to show the delegates 

my planned exhibition for the Fruitmarket Gallery

in Edinburgh on pollution and plants - in particular

the impact of traffic on plants in Princes Street

Gardens and my studies into the use of the 

tobacco plant as a key bioindicator. 

Images (Hamilton 1-3).

At that time the majority of European governments

were in denial about the impact of air quality on

human health and the significant risks to life. 

This idea of presenting images of pollution 

to raise public concern is not new. In 1857, the 

English photographer James Mudd, took a group

of photographs which showed the effect of 

pollution on trees in the neighbourhood of the

Pendleton Alum Works, near Manchester, for 

a court case, Regina v Spence, against the 

manufacturer. (Images Mudd 1-3). The court

found against the owner of the alum works, but

while the environmental pollution was proven, the

court ruled that the noxious fumes had not had

any detrimental effects on the local population.

After 2002 the concerns around air quality 

continued to gain international headlines. 

World Health Organisation (WHO) evidence

shows that air pollution at current levels in 

European cities is responsible for a significant 

burden of deaths, hospital admissions and 

exacerbation of symptoms, particularly in the 

area of cardio-respiratory disease. WHO work 

to make sure that the available evidence on the

health risks of air pollution is used in public 

debate and in policy-making.

The air we breathe contains emissions from 

motor vehicles, industry, heating and commercial

sources, as well as household fuels. Air pollution

harms human health, particularly in those already

vulnerable because of their age or existing health

problems. Exposure to air pollutants is largely 

beyond individuals’ control and requires action 

by public authorities at the national, regional and

even international levels.

Ozone pollution causes breathing difficulties, 

triggers asthma symptoms, causes lung and heart

diseases, and according to statistics is 

associated with about 21,000 premature deaths

per year in the European region.

Plants as effective bioindicators 
of urban air pollution, 1857-2020

Alexander Hamilton
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Above 1: 
Alexander Hamilton 
Tobacco leaf affected by
airborne pollution 
3 weeks

Above 2:
Alexander Hamilton 
Tobacco leaf affected by
airborne pollution 
8 weeks

Opposite 3:
Alexander Hamilton 
Tobacco leaf affected by
airborne pollution 
12 weeks

Plants

Alexander Hamilton
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Above left 2:
James Mudd 
Tree affected by airborne pollution
1857
Salford Local History Library

Above right 3:
James Mudd 
Trees affected by airborne pollution
1857
Salford Local History Library

Above 1:
James Mudd 
Healthy Horsechestnut Tree
1857 
Salford Local History Library

Plants

Alexander Hamilton
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The juicy tissue surrounding us standing here in

our little pocket of air is developed from a bud on

my favourite apple tree in the park. Quite a sturdy

leaf, now that it has matured. And as I look up 

towards the upper surface, the roof-cells one

might say, the epidermal cells up there do indeed

look quite strong. Every cell around us has its own

DNA, which is identical to all cells throughout the

plant. Depending on whether a cell is destined 

to be part of a leaf, a flower or a new little twig the

DNA is simply expressed differently. The DNA is 

of course inherited from a parent plant and it is

this apple tree's DNA, which has determined 

the shape of the leaf we are in.

There is a certain rhythm to how the cells 

behave in the leaf too, another facet of its DNA,

for example how often a cell divides and 

multiplies as the leaf expands in spring. But look

at the chloroplasts, busy doing their own thing en-

tirely, dividing at a tempo that does not conform to

that of the host cell's. They behave a bit like

strange lodgers. They run a different schedule 

as regards dividing and multiplying, which is not

synchronised with the rest of the cell they are in.

They even have a fair bit of their own DNA! 

Following pages:
Brigitta Debenham
Stomata in a leaf 

Leaves come in all shapes and sizes – they may

be small or large, thick or thin, long or short, and

some may even be spiky. This is all due to the

plant's genetics, and possibly some environmental

modifications. Shape aside, all the leaves I see 

look green, or mostly green, at least in spring and

summer. It is the rich tapestry of greenish hues 

I so enjoy every time I visit the park. I have a

favourite space under one of the fruit trees where

I might do some exercises (if no-one is looking),

sit and read or even just sit and think.  

I often wonder what it might look like inside 

a leaf – what would I see if I were as small as a

leaf-miner, one of those tiny larvae that seem to

write undecipherable hieroglyphs on leaves by

gouging meandering trails as they munch their

way inside the leaf.

Will you come with me into the leaf? Let us try 

to get inside the leaf without destroying anything

as the leaf miner does. Indeed, there seem to be

some openings here on the underside of the leaf.

We must make ourselves very, very small to fit

through one these pores, yes even smaller than 

a leaf miner, because these pores are so small

that they cannot really be seen with the naked

human eye. We can feel the draught of air and

water vapour from the open pores, so let us slip

inside through one of them. Opening and closing

the pores is the leaf's way of regulating the 

water it contains, and the oxygen and carbon

dioxide it produces and absorbs. Today is clearly 

a day when the leaf's tissue is nicely plump. 

Letting too much water vapour escape if the

weather is hot and dry is not good for the plant,

and to stop any wilting the leaf can close its stom-

ata.   

So here we are, inside the leaf in a little air pocket.

Have a look around. Everything looks green. Cell

after cell after cell, and each cell brimming with

its content of what looks like little green balls, 

little even to us, small as we are! These are the

chloroplasts − tiny little biological machines 

with the unique ability to harvest energy from

sunshine. The pigment they contain is called

chlorophyll, and it is chlorophyll that has the 

ability to convert the sun’s energy to the chemical

energy that most terrestrial life is directly or 

indirectly dependent on for survival. (I say ‘most’

because there are some deep-water aquatic 

exceptions.) 

Chlorophyll does the energy conversion by 

absorbing radiation mostly in the red spectrum 

of the sunlight, but reflecting the less useful 

blue-green light, which makes us see the leaves

around us as green. In other words what meets

out eyes when we look at leaves is the part of 

the spectrum that the chlorophyll does not use.

Without the leaves' chloroplasts, each with 

its packets of chlorophyll to do the energy 

conversion, terrestrial life on earth would not 

look the way it does. If indeed it would be 

here at all.

Lodgers indeed, where did they come from, the

chloroplasts?

The discovery that chloroplast growth is 

independent, and does not seem to be 

synchronised with its host cells' growth was an

astonishing fact. And, coupled with the additional

insight that they even have a bit of their own 

DNA, this eventually led scientists to suggest 

that chloroplasts had originally been free-living

simple bacteria with the ability to photosynthesise.

Somehow, such primitive cyanobacteria must

once have managed to colonise a primitive cell

where they established a mutually beneficial

symbiotic relationship without either party 

expelling or devouring the other. 

I have been dreaming, sitting here on the grass

contemplating the green canopy above my head,

mesmerised by the mosaic of leaf shapes moving

and filtering the light. What abundance of life and

greenery! It really is true that leaves possess 

an incredible ability to use sunshine to produce 

what is needed to sustain life, directly through 

the leaves we eat, and indirectly through fruit and

seed, tubers and timber, and also the many fibres

we use to clothe ourselves. Leaves harvest 

energy in abundance from practically thin air! 

I fill with wordless awe and wonder. 

Colour green

Birgitta Debenham
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The histories of people and place belong together.

The accomplished surgeon, Professor James

Syme (1799-1870), lived on the Astley Ainslie site

in the nineteenth century, and was well aware of

the benefit of the place to the health of his family

and of his staff at the Royal Infirmary: 

House-surgeons and dressers were ever 

welcome: and the stroll in the garden and the       

walk to the Infirmary after the quiet Saturday    

dinner, will be long remembered by many old 

house-surgeons, as among the most pleasant 

relaxations from their trying work. 

Syme had set up a physic garden in Edinburgh,

attached to his own teaching hospital in the

1830s. In 1842, he and his wife bought the house

of Millbank at Canaan, and set to work on the 

garden. Dr Joseph Bell wrote of Syme:

His delight at the success of his fig and 

banana culture, when introduced after dinner, 

will be bright in the recollection of those 

who used to meet at his hospitable board... 

His hothouses gradually became larger and 

more numerous. He grew pines [pineapples] 

and grapes of great size and beauty; and, 

latterly, had great success in the cultivation 

of that most fickle and tender plant, 

the banana. But his flowers, roses, heaths, 

azaleas, and, latterly, orchids, were his 

principal pride and pleasure, along with many 

rare herbaceous plants.

Millbank was run with the efficiency and rigour,

which would have equalled Syme’s practice 

in the Royal Infirmary. Syme worked with the

botanist, John Hutton Balfour, alongside the

Botanic Garden, in trying out new seeds and

plants, particularly those of medical interest.

Some of these were dangerous, such as 

Cucumis colocynthus (the ‘Vine of Sodom’), 

which looked like a melon and which flourished 

at Millbank. Balfour wrote, temperately: ‘The fruit

of it is used medicinally as an active purgative... 

Its fruit is round, and tempting in appearance; but

the pulp of it is very bitter, and hurtful when taken

even in small quantities.’ The Symes’s children, 

including Agnes, who was to marry Joseph Lister

and become his partner in research, were 

evidently well-educated, and knew not to eat 

this tempting fruit. 

Syme himself planted one small memorial flower:

a snowdrop, known as ‘the flower of consolation’.

Between 1853 and 1856, his surgical assistants 

at the Infirmary (with the exception of Lister who

was a Quaker) went out to the Crimean War, and

in intervals between tending the injured took an 

interest in the plants there. In 1865, an article

about snowdrops commented in surprise: 

‘Galanthus plicatus, the Crimean Snowdrop, too, 

is fine! Professor Syme tells me that with him it 

is much hardier and more easily grown than the

common Snowdrop!’ It is pleasing to think that 

the returning soldiers and doctors brought little

bulbs back in their pockets and nurtured them 

in Edinburgh as a living memory of the war.

Memorials, whether public or personal, tend 

to be made of carved and solid stone, on the 

understanding that this will carry a heroic and 

loving message well into the future. But it is a 

curious fact, and relates to the equally curious

fact that green open spaces in our cities tend to

be cemeteries, that the natural, the ‘soft’ memorial,

will outlast the carved stone. The oldest trees on

our planet have lived up to 5,000 years and have

unimaginable children. Fish Lake, Utah can boast

a grove of aspen trees which is one vast cloned

system occupying 106 acres, and is thought to 

be 80,000 years old. We cannot challenge this.

Nature does not celebrate or recall death – 

it encompasses and surrounds grief. Moss will

grow on the stones, and a small bird will sing in

the graveyard. It is vivid life that counts, and it

grows continually, with the help of the old and

decaying, and to the delight of the present. 

Unlike the fixed monument which stays the 

same in winter and summer, it grows, extends 

and changes, constantly catching the eye and 

reminding us of pleasure and interest now, 

recalling the sadness of lost individuals in 

a mellow and kind environment.

One of the most moving thoughts that emerged

from the public consultation on the future of the

Astley Ainslie grounds in 2019, was written on 

a postcard by someone who had worked there. 

It said that when children died in the hospital, 

parents would plant daffodils. The tender 

symbolism in this is a perfect expression of love.

Every year, the bright, sweetly-scented flowers

emerge from the soil, even in the acid winds 

of spring – resurrected into life and generating

new plants.

The site has a formal war memorial, a blue Atlas

cedar planted after the Second World War. 

Seventy years later, it is a fine tree and a growing

pleasure. And, of course, it stands within the

whole magnificent donation of the Astley Ainslie,

a landscape designed with buildings that 

specifically relate to the open air, in itself a 

memorial. The memorial trees planted on the

land and the small daffodil offer a counterpoint 

to the essential themes of the site – memory 

and health in nature. 

One important idea, which followed the First

World War, was the erection of monuments to 

unknown soldiers across the world. We do not

know who the individuals who died were; they

stand for a democracy of heroism and of sorrow.

There is a similar challenge on the Astley Ainslie

site – how to understand and feel for the tens 

of thousands who died of the plague from the 

fourteenth to the seventeenth centuries, who

were prayed for, nursed and buried here. 

Comprehending such a disaster – which had the

same apocalyptic impact as the disasters of our

own time – gives us human knowledge. This is

history of a severe and deeply important kind, 

and we need to investigate it not just factually 

but emotionally and creatively. 
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In !858, the Illustrated London News, published an article on this small flower,

referring to bulbs brought back to Edinburgh by Dr Sinclair. The article starts

with a broad view of the scientific research undertaken during the Crimean

War, but concludes with the emotional impact of the snowdrop:

Our conquerors do not, indeed, go forth like Alexander of old, with 

men of science by their side specially commissioned to advance 

the interests of science by observations on the natural features and

products of the conquered territory; but, in our age of science, all 

educated men have a healthy thirst for scientific knowledge, and 

display an eagerness to forward its interests whenever an 

opportunity occurs. To this circumstance must be attributed the 

scientific knowledge which has been so suddenly opened 

up to us respecting many features of the Crimean peninsula, 

which so long remained a terra incognita to the science of Western

Europe. Its geology, its physical geography, its climate, its

zoology, and its botany we were almost ignorant of when it was first

proposed to reduce its forts. Now we know more or less of all – too

much, 

indeed, from sad experience ... Our soldiers have sent home seeds 

of trees new to our forests that may yet be grown into valuable 

timber; they have sent fruit trees that promise greatly to enrich our 

orchards; and melon and other garden productions that have 

already rewarded our gardeners’ care by the production of 

delicious fruit Nor has the purely ornamental department of 

gardening been neglected; our flower gardens already boast of 

humble trophies that will bloom and fade and bloom again year 

after year, long after the siege of Sebastopol has gone down into 

the regions of remote history ... 

to the Crimean hero, bent down in disease and sorrow, far from 

home, and friends, and help – death and desolation all around 

him – no ray of hope to dispel the dark visions of his soul, 

thou, beneficent floweret! Burst through the snow-wreath like 

a resurrection from the dead, to cheer his desolate heart, to 

whisper of coming succour, of brighter skies, of comfort and plenty,

and glory in the field. Thou wert, indeed, ‘a flower of con-

solation’ 

to him – a star of hope, ‘bright as the star when only one is shining 

in the sky’.

The year 2020 is the 150th anniversary of 

James Syme’s death; should we not celebrate 

this remarkable individual in a way appropriate 

to the man, and in a way that would give us 

great interest and pleasure? Millbank was both 

a place which grew exotic flowers and fruit and 

an exploratory physic garden – an idea, which 

would be good to revive today. Such a garden,

combining beauty and scientific curiosity could 

be re-established in the Astley Ainslie grounds 

to good effect. And, of course, it stands within

the whole magnificent donation of the Astley

Ainslie, a beautiful landscape offered to us in

tribute to a man who died young. The memorial

trees planted on this land and the small daffodil

offer a counterpoint to the essential themes of 

the site – memory and health in nature.

Notes:
See Sara Stevenson, ’James Syme – Humanity 
and the Garden,’ The Book of the Old Edinburgh Club, 
New Series, Vol 14, pp. 59-68; Robert Paterson, 
Memorials of the Life of James Syme, Professor of Clinical
Surgery in the University of Edinburgh, Etc., Edinburgh, 1874,
Paterson, pp. 294-5.
Anon (attributed to Joseph Bell), Obituary of 
James Syme, Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, Au-
gust 1870, p. 181.
J. H. Balfour, The Plants of the Bible, pp. 112-5.
See Julie Lawson, ‘Dr John Kirk and Dr William 
Robertson, Photographers in the Crimea’, 
History of Photography, vol. 12, 1988, pp. 227-41.
The Magazine of Horticulture, Botany and all the 
useful discoveries and improvements in rural affairs, 
31 (November 1865), p. 335. 
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Opposite:
The skull of an unknown
man who died of the
plague in the early 
16th century, which 
was dug up from 
the site of the current 
St Roque House 
about 1850.   
National Museums 
Scotland

seven days. 

The plague was terrifying and painful, and the

symptoms were ugly. Family, children, friends 

and associates died. To survive was to be 

bereaved: villages and city streets were deserted,

half of the working people gone, lives sunk in

poverty and famine.

The City of Edinburgh acted as a fortress – 

a strong defensible position. The Castle stands

high on a volcanic plug and the town is built on

the long slope of sedimentary rock down to the

east. To the north and south, the city was origi-

nally protected by lochs. The choice of site made

it highly effective against human attack. But the

tall buildings were crowded, dark and squalid,

and the air was filled with the smoke of industry

and thousands of open fires. The place was a

hotbed for disease, and once inside the city,

plague could run rampant. 

William Dunbar, who was court poet to James IV,

wrote a lament showing us black despair – naming

the skilled men he admired who had died, and

following each verse with the hammered refrain:

‘Timor mortis conturbat me’ - ‘I am tortured by the

fear of death’. This is the personal impact of such

grief, for people who had succumbed to great pain,

and had been killed in their prime. 

But the pain did not cease with death. The plague

was understood to be a divine punishment for 

sin, and this added the burden of guilt to the sick.

Sudden death from plague might have prevented

the sick from receiving the sacrament, which

would absolve the sufferers from sin; in so dying,

they would be condemned to hellfire, and denied

the peace in death itself. Dunbar’s predecessor,

Robert Henryson, who is named in Dunbar’s lament,

wrote a prayer to God and Christ acknowledging

the mortal sin that brought the plague, and plead-

ing for the redemption of mankind promised by

Christ’s sacrifice at the crucifixion:

We ar richt glaid thou puneiss our trespass

Be ony kynd of uthir tribulatioun,

Wer it thy will, O Lord of hevin! allais

That we sould thus be haistely put doun,

And dye as beistis without confessioun,

That nane dar mak with uther residence.

O blissit Jhesu! That woir the thorny crown,

Preserve us frome this perelus pestilens. 

Historians work from detailed evidence in 

building a picture of the past. But the splendid

history of the Astley Ainslie site presents a serious

problem. It is only comparatively recently – in the

nineteenth century - that records have emerged

of the lives of individual people, how they thought

and who they were. Most of what does survive

from earlier years tends to be  remote from lived

experience . 

In addition to this running problem, any cataclysm

in history disfigures or rewrites what went before.

Such events disable our understanding. Our

knowledge of the late fifteenth century and the

earlier sixteenth century in Scotland falls at three

such barriers – pestilence, the death and defeat

of James IV at the Battle of Flodden in 1513, and

the subsequent Reformation in the mid century.

All of these damaged society and culture, 

destroying physical and written evidence and

erasing memory. The survivors and the winners

rewrote the story. 

These factors explain an important gap in our 

understanding of the Chapel of St Roque and 

the hospital and cemetery it served, standing 

on the land now occupied by the Astley Ainslie

Hospital. The site has never been investigated by

archaeologists, and we have no physical evidence

as yet for the existence of the hospital. A few

bones of the victims of the plague have been dug

up, and are now in the National Museums of Scot-

land collection: but they are awaiting full analysis. 

We do not know for certain when the chapel 

was built or who built it – though the antiquary, 

Daniel Wilson, dated it to the first years of the 

sixteenth century on grounds of its style. The

drawings of the ruin in the late eighteenth century

tell us that the chapel existed, but what remained

after 300 years serves no more as a guide to the

building’s character, than the bones of the dead

can tell us of their humanity. There are architec-

tural fragments from the putative period on the

site, but these have been systematically dis-

missed 

by expert opinion, and assumed to have been

brought in during the nineteenth century as mere

garden ornaments.

But, if we take this apparent lack of direct evidence

as showing that nothing much happened, we are

left with a downright moth-eaten view of history.

This is evident when we consider the impact of

the plague. From the middle of the fourteenth

century, the Black Death killed millions across

Asia and Europe, recurring at regular intervals.

The plague was probably first spread by armies 

or by the ships carrying trade, principally in cloth,

which also carried the black rat and its infected

fleas. When the rats died, the fleas would live in

the cloth and be transferred to people on land.

This was a time when clothing was important 

as a sign of status, and the materials and the

clothes made from them might be passed from

hand to hand before the sickness revealed itself.

It was then sudden – people died within four to

The Astley Ainslie site in the 16th Century
The plague, the hospital 

and the Chapel of St Roque
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everyone else, its officers and executors, who

were not dead or sick themselves, were so 

few that they could not fulfil their duties. Thus

people felt free to behave however they liked.’

This point is made in Boccaccio’s series of tales, 

The Decameron, set during the Black Death in

1348 in Florence. The introduction lays the ground

for telling a series of love stories, among a group

of young women and men, who flee to the country:

There we shall hear the chant of birds, have     

sight of verdant hills and plains, of cornfields    

undulating like the sea, of trees of a thousand 

sorts; there also we shall have a larger view of 

the heavens, which however harsh to usward, 

yet deny not their eternal beauty; things fairer

far for eye to rest on than the desolate walls 

of our city. Moreover, we shall there breathe 

a fresher air ...   

To alleviate their responsibility for condemning

the sick, and, more importantly, to give true 

comfort and help to the dying, the city provided

the hospital on the Borough Muir with a chapel

dedicated to the prominent patron saint of plague

victims, St Roche, or Roque.

The story of St Roche comes from 

the Golden Legend.

St Roche was born, in Montpelier in southern

France at the end of the 13th century. His mother,

Libera, a religious woman, was visited by an angel

who told her that she and her husband would

bear a child late in life. She regarded the boy 

as ‘one consecrated to a life of sanctity’. When 

he inherited the family wealth, he gave it away in

charity, and set out to Rome as a pilgrim. Finding

the plague raging in the town of Aquapendente,

Roche helped to tend the sick – and was so 

effective that people imputed their recovery

‘solely to the intercession of this benign being,

who, with his youth, his gentleness, and his 

fearless devotion, appeared to them little less

than an angel.’ Travelling further into Romagna, 

he  devoted himself to the sick and abandoned 

in Cesena and Rimini, arriving in Rome to assist

with a fearful outbreak of the pestilence. Then,

still moving between cities, he arrived at Piacenza

during an epidemic of ‘a frightful and unknown

kind’. He caught the illness and dragged himself

out to a wood not far from the city, where he 

expected to die. He built himself a shelter from

boughs and leaves, and after he prayed, there

sprang ‘a fair and bright well, which is there yet

unto this day, whose water S. Rocke drank, being

sore athirst ... from the fever.’ The saint’s dog went

into the city every day and returned with a loaf to

feed him. Roche recovered. He then returned

At the time, responsibility for health was thought

to lie with the individual, in terms we can recognise,

expressed on the authority of Hippocrates, to take

good exercise in fresh air, to rest, to consider 

a change in climate and place, to pay attention 

to cleanliness, or to use a knowledge of herbs. 

It was understood that the mind and the body

were joined in health, and that a gloomy state 

of mind could make someone vulnerable to 

infection. Perhaps the difference between now

and then was the moral responsibility – the idea

that virtue was in itself a key to wellbeing, and

that cleanness was additionally important as 

both a Christian and a chivalric virtue. 

None of these considerations could save the

plague victims. But, practical measures were

taken. Theories of infection and contagion 

advanced with the recurrences of plague after

the middle of the fourteenth century, and the 

authorities had grasped the connection between

the plague and its source. They attempted to 

enforce quarantine, physical distancing from the

sick – keeping the infected trading ships offshore,

sinking them to drown the rats and fleas, and

washing the cloth in running water. When plague

entered the city, they insisted on the people

cleaning the foul streets and houses, leaving the

natural scavengers – pigs, chickens, kites – 

standing disconsolate in the road. They sent 

the infected out of town to the hospital on the

Borough Muir to remove the infection from the

close-packed city tenements. 

Driven by panic, they instituted fierce punishments

for those who attempted to conceal the sick and

dying, and even for those who concealed their

own illness. Here, a legal case can spotlight an 

individual family. In August 1530, David Duly, 

a tailor whose wife could well have been working

with contaminated cloth, hid the fact that she had

fallen sick. He went to mass at St Giles Cathedral,

and risked infecting the whole congregation. The

authorities condemned him to die for the crime,

and they erected a gibbet outside his own door 

to hang him that very day. 

Duly was hung. But the rope broke. It was then

judged that God did not will his death. The council

decided that, for this reason and because he was

a poor man with small children, the family should

be banished, ‘for pity’s sake’, as an alternative to

the sentence of death. The man and his bairns

disappear from our view. 

This melancholy story should perhaps be 

looked at as an isolated example, by its singularity

meriting recount, or an adequate instance of the

general desperation abroad. The draconian laws

designed to control the plague could have 

resulted in few effective actions or convictions, 

if only because the legal officers would die as

regularly as any other group. Respect for the law

‘had declined almost to vanishing point, for, like
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a standard; the city of Edinburgh would follow 

the king’s lead. 

The need for such a chapel was desperate. 

In treating the plague victims without humanity

and in depriving them of the consolation of 

religion and hope of salvation, officialdom could

stand charged of grave neglect of duty. Europe

was convulsed by the plague – fear, hope and

generosity prompted gifts and decoration for 

the new chapels. 

It can be assumed of the hospital and chapel of 

St Roque that the priest and probably the nuns

from the nearby convent of St Catherine would 

be actively engaged in nursing as well as prayer;

loving relatives would join the sick, and mourn

and help to bury the dead. The dogs would come

too. There would be at least one statue of the

saint – very likely with his own faithful dog - which

could be carried out of the church to benefit the

helpless sick, and which would form the focus of

a procession on his saint’s day – 16 August. The

large-scale window shown in the later drawings

could well have had stained glass showing the

life of the saint, for contemplation and the 

consolation of colour and beauty. The architectural

bosses found on the site, painted in rich colours

and placed in the chapel’s ceiling, would have

home, but was so changed by the illness that he

was not recognised and was imprisoned as a spy.

He stayed in prison, reconciled to suffering, and

he died there. The jailer entered the prison to find

‘a bright supernatural light’ and a fragment of writ-

ing which revealed Roche’s name, and added, ‘All

those who are stricken by the plague, and who

pray for aid through the merits and intercession 

of Roch, the servant of God, shall be healed.’

The immense popularity of St Roche during the

savagery of the Black Death and the continuing

plagues of the 15th and 16th centuries can be

gauged from the large numbers of churches,

foundations and places devoted to him. There 

are still in Italy alone some 3,000 churches 

and chapels dedicated to the saint. Arguably 

the most splendid of such foundations is the 

Scuola di San Rocco in Venice. The Venetians’ 

extensive trade made them particularly susceptible

to the plague and eager to acquire its remedies.

In 1485, they pretended to undertake a pilgrimage

to Montpelier, where they stole the saint’s body

and carried it to Venice and into  the possession

of the Scuola. ‘The popularity of the cult of 

St Roche made theirs the richest Scuola of the

city.’ The magnificent buildings of the Scuola and

its church are decorated by Tintoretto’s pictorial

cycle from the Bible and a further cycle on the 

life of St Roche.

According to Anna Jamesone’s analysis in 

Sacred and Legendary Art, 

The history of this saint is often found in the   

churches and chapels dedicated to him [with 

the scenes] 1. He distributes his goods to the 

poor... 2. He ministers to the sick: the scene is 

generally an hospital. 3. St Roch in the desert. 

He is prostrated by sickness and points to an 

ulcer in his thigh. An angel and his dog are  

near him. 4. St Roch standing before the Pope.  

5. St Roch in prison, visited by an angel. 

6. His death. 

Jamesone adds: ‘the effigy of this beneficent saint

is one of the most frequently met with throughout

the whole of Western Christendom.’ 

We cannot reasonably propose that the chapel 

of St Roque on the Borough Muir approached the

grandeur or artistry of the Scuola di San Rocco;

Scotland lagged behind in such wealth and 

extravagance. But it was party to the cult at 

the time. The King promoted and subsidised

foundations dedicated to the Scottish saints and

also established a chapel to St Roque in Stirling.

This generous respect would have provided 
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The lands were known locally as ‘the land of

Canaan’, in echo of the bible lands ‘flowing with

milk and honey’. 

In the eighteenth century, this landscape was

turned to good farming land, capable of feeding

the city; in the nineteenth, new houses with 

magnificent gardens grew astonishing trees, 

flowers and fruit from all over the world. 

The same open, healthy aspect was offered to

twentieth century convalescents by David

Ainslie’s generous establishment – particularly

those suffering from tuberculosis, who came 

from the city’s Old Town, and who were the first

patients to recover on the Astley Ainslie site. 

Since the 1920s, thousands of people have been

returned to health in the natural and heartening

conditions of this green space. 

It is good to know that, even in the vicious and

sudden attacks of plague, death was not certain –

roughly a third of the sick might recover, and the

setting of the hospital may well have assisted 

that recovery. In 1529 for example, one Thomas

Mereleys was allowed to return to the city from

quarantine on the Borough Muir, complete with

his wife, bairns and goods. For them, at least,

there was a happy ending.
Notes:
For accounts of the plague, see David Hamilton, 
The Healers. A History of Medicine in Scotland, 
Edinburgh, 1981
The Poems and Fables of Robert Henryson, now first 
collected ... by David Laing, Edinburgh, 1865, p.39-42.
https://d.lib.rochester.edu/teams/text/kindrick-poems-
of-robert-henryson-shorter-poems
Robert Chambers’ account of the plague from the 
Miscellany of statutes in Edinburgh from 1529 to 1531,
published by the Maitland Club, ‘Old Burghal Regula-
tions’,
Chamber’s Edinburgh Journal, vol 9, 1841, pp.341-2.
The Decameron, p. 8.
The Golden Legend, volume 5, translated and printed by
William Caxton, 1485
http://www.intratext.com/IXT/ENG1293/_P64.HTM 
according to this version of the story, the dog belonged
to a local lord.
http://www.scuolagrandesanrocco.org/home-en/
Mrs [Anna] Jamesone, Sacred and Legendary Art, vol 2,
London, 1848, p.40.
Charles J Smith, Between the streamlet and the town. 
A brief history of the Astley Ainslie Hospital, Polton House
Press for the Astley Ainslie Hospital, 1988, p.4.
Hugo Arnot, The History of Edinburgh, W Creech, 
Edinburgh and John Murray, London, 1779, p.250.
Walter Scott, Note X to Marmion, 1808.

drawn the eye up to heaven, and connected the

place and St Roque to the sufferings of Christ 

and the ultimate saving of mankind. 

One further question is worth exploring. It has

been assumed, from the evidence of the drawings

and from the words of people who saw the remains

in the late eighteenth century, that the building 

itself was unimpressive. Charles Smith refers to 

it as ‘a little chapel’.

The story goes that, after the Reformation in the

mid-sixteenth century, the Chapel – looted of 

its contents – was allowed to fall into ruin. In the

early part of the eighteenth century, the current

owner of the land decided to pull the chapel

down. According to Hugo Arnot’s History of 

Edinburgh, published in 1779: ‘About thirty years

ago, the proprietor of this ground employed 

masons to pull down the walls of the chapel; the

scaffolding gave way; the tradesmen were killed;

the accident was looked upon as a judgment of

God. No entreaties nor bribes by the proprietor

could prevail upon tradesmen to accomplish its

demolition.’ This story does not tell us at what

stage the scaffolding collapsed – how far the 

masons had progressed in demolishing the 

building. Assuming that the work was attempted

fifty, not thirty years earlier, the re-dated arch

fragment still on site could have been taken 

out of the building before the collapse of the

scaffolding, along with other decorative pieces.

The pictures of the ruin show a window which is

unquestionably large for a small building. More

remarkably, the drawings provide evidence that

the building extended beyond the single nave.

The masonry extends at the corners, suggesting 

a grander structure (from their position these are

not buttresses). 

The hospital site would be filled with pain and

desperation, and the urgent need to bury the

dead would be a constant, fearful demand. But

the situation had a few advantages. The plague

ceased during the winter months, when bad

weather put a halt to fighting and trade, and the

outdoor setting of the Borough Muir would be far

better for health between spring and autumn,

similar to the healthy country life proposed in 

The Decameron. The place was not a wilderness –

it was the ‘Common Good’ of the city, open forest,

where the people could gather fuel for burning or

graze their livestock. The woods would reflect the

experience of St Roche, when he retreated into

the country and built his shelter from boughs. 

The fresh green leaves would give good air, and

the older trees provide shade and shelter, the

wells and streams offer pure water. The natural

tranquillity of the place would be a healthful 

contrast to the racket reverberating from the hard

stones of the city. The long view into the sun

would open the eyes and hearten the company

by contrast with the squalid dark of the town. 

On clear nights, the sick and their families would

see the arching firmament of stars. Birds would

sing and flowers grow in beauty and fragrance. 
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The owners of these new houses planted their

gardens with astonishing trees, flowers and fruit

from all over the world. Two of the most notable

gardens belonged to the surgeon, Professor

James Syme and William Ivory (c. 1798-1868), 

a lawyer, with his wife Robina Cox Ivory (1814-78)

The Ivorys occupied the land originally used as

the hospital of St Roque in the sixteenth century.

By this time here was no trace of the chapel or

cemetery, but in rebuilding their house they did

find the bones of plague victims, and commented:

‘the ground is very ill calculated by nature for a

cemetery, the depth of the soil being only two 

or three feet at most, and even that being much

encumbered by large boulders.’ These glacial

boulders may prove to be a substantial feature 

of the site. 

The Ivorys were especially proud of their garden,

entertaining the Caledonian Horticultural Society

there. In 1863, they displayed for the Edinburgh

Botanical Society an impressive collection of

‘thirty-one species and varieties of plants which

were in flower on 12th February, at St Rocque’.

The St Roque garden is the focal point of the

grand trees on the Astley Ainslie site – justifying

the idea of an arboretum. 

Edinburgh was already provided with excellent

plant nurseries, but this was the crest of the 

plant hunting enthusiasm. Following the great dis-

coveries by David Douglas, including the 

magnificent Douglas Fir (pseudotsuga menziesii),

which can grow to 250 feet (or 76 metres), the 

excitement grew. William Ivory joined a company,

the Oregon Botanical Association, to send a

botanist to America to collect plants and seeds,

which were distributed to the members. The 

reports mentioned ‘a beautiful new pine’, which

grew to 150 feet (named Abies Pattonii or Tsuga

Pattoniana) and two spruces which grew to 250

and 280 feet high:     

We can hardly realize the idea of such 

stupendous trees; but it may help ... 

if I compare them with some familiar object  

here. The height of the brick stalk of the Gas 

Company’s chimney, from the stone pedestal, 

is 264 feet… the top of that chimney is five feet 

higher than the top of Nelson’s Monument; 

so that if we fancy a tree growing down in 

the valley between the Canongate and the 

Hill ... overtopping Nelson’s Monument 

by ten feet, we may form some notion of the 

monarchs of the forest which are now being 

introduced into this country. 

This association came to a halt in 1854, when the

botanist, John Jeffrey, disappeared – he may have

died, he may have joined in the gold rush. But in

1862, the company was revived and Robert Brown

was sent out to collect in the Rocky Mountains

and Vancouver Island. There is a strong possibility

that the magnificent trees we see now in the 

St Roque garden were first planted by the Ivorys

from these seeds.

King David I of Scotland, in granting Edinburgh 

its Royal Charter in 1143, gave the extensive forest

lands on the south side to its people. The area,

known as the Borough Muir acted as the 

‘Common Good’ of the city, supplying wood 

and fuel and a place for the livestock to forage.

Some centuries later, William Drummond of

Hawthornden said the Borough Muir was made

‘spacious and delightful by the shades of many

stately and aged oaks’. Around this time, the land

now occupied by the Astley Ainslie was first

named ‘Canaan’ after the fertile biblical lands

‘flowing with milk and honey’.

Old oak, and you thick grove,

I ever shall you love,

With these sweet-smelling briers: 

For briers, oak, grove, ye crowned my desires,

When underneath your shade

I left my woe, and Flore her maidenhead.

W Drummond (1585-1649) 
Clorus to a grove

In the eighteenth century, it was turned to good

farm land, capable of feeding the city; Robert

Burns, looking down from Blackford Hill, was

moved by the resemblance to his native Ayrshire.

In the early 1820s, Walter Scott, added the prosaic

comment: ‘Even in these disadvantageous times,

the command of manure, and the immense 

demand for the produce, enable the farmers in

the vicinity of Edinburgh to thrive under enormous

rents.’ By 1830, the first houses were built, 

attracting people looking for a pleasurable 

alternative to the smoke and overcrowding of 

the city. People would come out into the country

for holidays, to give birth and for recuperation. 

At this time, J. M. W. Turner made his drawing 

for Walter Scott’s publication, Poetical Works, 

of Edinburgh from Blackford Hill showing Canaan 

in the foreground. The publisher, Robert Cadell,

wrote to Scott: ‘I have visited Blackford Hill early 

in the morning & the view is glorious’. 

Scott himself added: 

The view which excited the sympathies 

of the poet and philosopher [Robert Burns 

and Dugald Stuart] is now much altered by        

the very great number of villas and country 

boxes which have sprung up betwixt the town 

and Braid Hills, dotting and chequering with 

their square inclosures and priggish 

architecture the whole space, which formerly 

presented so lonely an appearance, as led 

back the thoughts of the bard to the rural 

simplicity of his own country. This, however, 

is but a temporary evil. Trees are rising fast 

around these villas, and when they are 

partially hidden and overshaded, each by the 

trees and bushes of its own little pleasure-

ground, the view will be more beautiful than 

it has ever been since the remote period when   

the Borough-Moor was overshadowed by   

mighty oaks ....
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This tree-filled landscape is a key part of the

green corridor which runs though Edinburgh to

the south and into the hills. The trees provide the

oxygen which we need to breathe, and filter much

of the pollution filling our atmosphere. They 

balance and contain the water we need from the

rain and underground water table. They stabilise

the land, and provide an environment for other

essential life forms. They are needed for our

health and happiness.

The birch tree 

The Astley Ainslie site grows a range of birch

trees from the silver birch (Betula pendula) to the

decorative Himalayan and Paperbark birches. The

silver birch is native to Scotland, thriving on light

and poor soil. It has a silvered-grey and fissured

trunk, and can grow 30 metres high, with long,

loose branches hanging down. The leaf is a

rounded arrow shape, with serrated edges.

Male catkins, grow on the tree in winter, then 

fatten and shed pollen in April onto the small

green female catkins which develop as brown

fruits full of seeds. The fruits break up in autumn

and the little seeds fly on the wind. 

The silver birch can grow in unwelcoming places.

It has deep roots, which stabilise the ground and

help to bring nutrients up into its leaves and then

back to the soil surface for the benefit of other

plants. The small leaves move easily in a breeze,

and cast only light shade, so smaller plants -

grasses, moss, wood sorrel and violets - can flour-

ish beneath. It provides food and habitat for more

than 300 species of insects. Particular fungi grow

with it, including the red fly agaric and the

chanterelle. Birds like woodpeckers may nest 

in the trunk and eat the seeds.

The wood is hard and used for many 

purposes, from furniture to birchbark canoes 

and skateboards. The leaves and bark have 

considerable potential in medicine, and a wine

may be made from the sap, described by 

John Wright appealingly in the Guardian 

(1 February 2012), as ‘Light, dry and fruity, with 

a faint piquancy of wet paper bag’. The tree is 

familiar in Celtic and Highland mythology, and

may symbolise renewal and purification - it is 

one of the first trees to grow on broken or 

damaged land - or love and fertility. Bundles of

birch twigs were used to drive out the evil spirits

of the old year, and are familiar to us as the

broom witches fly on. 

The other occasion when we have specific 

evidence of tree planting, comes when the

trustees of David Ainslie first set up the institution

in the 1920s. The Royal Botanic Garden has a

record of plants and seeds sent to the site. In the

1920s and 30s, the grounds were laid out ‘under

the supervision of Professor W. Wright Smith,

Regius Professor of the Royal Botanic Garden 

and Mr R. L. Harrow, FRHS, Curator of the Garden.’

The Botanic Garden provided exotic seeds 

and plants. These included large-scale trees,

such as the Rocky Mountain Douglas Fir and 

the Japanese Horse Chestnut, ten species of 

rhododendron from China, lilies, including 

Lilium Giganteum Yunnanse, and high altitude rock

plants. They also established a vegetable garden

for the patients, and planted trees around the

power station at the south of the site. Some of 

the plants donated by the Royal Botanic Garden

may still flourish here – for example, symphocarpus,

the snowberry bush, has survived, and others may

yet be indentified. A chart of the possibilities has

kindly been drawn up for us by Alan Elliott of the

Royal Botanic Garden, and will prove invaluable in

the future, close examination of the site.

According to the survey, undertaken by 

R. H. Watson in 1998 for the City of Edinburgh,

there are 60 different kinds of tree and about

2000 trees in all on the Astley Ainslie site – 

a count which excludes the spruce plantation 

in the south-east corner. They range from across 

the world – America – north and south – China,

Tibet, India and the Holy Land – as well as 

encompassing more familiar trees. Watson 

commented ‘The area includes a good number 

of very fine specimens and some are among 

the finest in Edinburgh’.

The City’s Development Brief (2002) defines it as,

‘the most extensive and complete Victorian urban

treescape left in South Edinburgh.’ The comparative

place in the north of the city is the Royal Botanic

Garden, so this is highly significant. An idea of the

statistics in Watson’s extensive report may be

gathered by the total numbers of individual trees,

the commonest being: sycamore (346); holly (180);

yew (133); lime (133); cherry (110); birch (93); beech

(66); cypress (58); laburnum; (56); horse chestnut

(52). And the scale of the specimen trees may 

be estimated by the largest diameters of the tree

trunks: sweet chestnut (186 cm); Wellingtonia

(144); horse chestnut (140); beech (135); holm oak

(124); cedar (121); sycamore (117); cherry (112); elm

(111); lime (106); Bhutan pine (97); Corsican pine

(96); birch (96); Turkey oak (95). 
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Nan Shepherd, in her lyrical account of the

Grampian hills, wrote of the tree: 

Birch ... needs rain to release its odour. It is a 

scent with body to it, fruity like old brandy, 

and on a warm wet day, one can be as good 

as drunk with it. Acting through the sensory 

nerves, it confuses the higher senses; one is 

excited, with no cause that the wit can define.

Birch trees are least beautiful when fully  

clothed. Exquisite when the opening leaves 

just fleck them with points of green flame, 

or the thinning leaves turn them to a golden  

lace, they are loveliest of all when naked. 

In a low sun, the spun silk floss of their twigs  

seems to be created out of light. Without   

transfiguration, they are seen to be purple –    

when the sap is rising, a purple so glowing 

that I have caught sight of a birchwood on 

a hillside, and for one incredulous moment 

thought the heather was in bloom.

The Grampian Quartet.

Notes:
William Drummond, The History of Scotland, from the year
1423 until the year 1542, London, 1655, p.144.
The Land of Canaan is referred to twenty times in the
Bible, as in God’s promise to Moses to rescue the Is-
raelites from Egypt: ‘to bring them up out of that land
unto a good land and a large, unto a land flowing with
milk and honey’, Exodus 3 verse 8, Authorised King
James version.
Walter Scott, The Provincial Antiquities and Picturesque
Scenery of Scotland, vol 1, John and Arthur Arch, London,
and William Blackwood, Edinburgh, 1824, text attached
to the engraving ‘Edinburgh from Braid Hills’ after 
J. M. W. Turner.
Royal Botanic Garden of Edinburgh Archive, and 
Report of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh, Edinburgh
New Philosophical Journal, 1863, p.325.
‘Botanical Expedition to Oregon’, The Phytologist: 
a popular botanical miscellany, vol.4, part 3, 1853, p.1140.
Alexander Miles [Convenor of the House and Works
Committee] ‘The Astley Ainslie Institution’, 
University of Edinburgh Journal, vol 3, 1929-30, p.143.
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A Parable

Our fig tree hands over the last two fruits

while exchanging green leaves for yellow:

leaves with the broad, flat thumbs of a joiner,

open palms like jigsaw pieces, lobed and notched;

their pattern of patiently sharing space under the sun

showing how – even yet – we still might live.

Anna Crowe
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Urban life, past and present, confines people

within boundaries. For some this also involves

constricted living space, a loss of sightlines and 

a feeling of being hemmed in, enclosed. This 

can bring segregation between social groups 

and generations. So older towns like Edinburgh, 

surrounded by walls, hugely valued the open

spaces beyond. They were used for exercise, 

for grazing and coppicing, for games and play.

Sometimes they were used as a refuge for the

sick, or even those in trouble with authority 

and in need of ‘breathing space’. Usually these

‘pleasant grounds’ were owned by the town 

‘for the common good’.

The Astley Ainslie Hospital in South Edinburgh, 

is part of such a story but with an extra twist. 

Although the common good land on which it 

sits had been divided up into private houses 

with beautiful gardens, public philanthropy 

recovered the ground in order to create a place 

of recuperation and healing for the whole 

community. This seemed like a perfect combination

of the older uses, including the medieval hospital

of St Roque and recreational space. For thousands

the Astley Ainslie has been a source of comfort

through difficult times, and a wellspring for 

recuperation.

Now, the future of this precious space is again 

in question. The hospital will close and there is a

need to look ‘beyond the walls’ and find the right

mix of community use, green living and play space,

and garden wellbeing. This can and should 

become something for the people of Edinburgh,

and the Lothians beyond, that continues the 

story of recreation, health and community. Locally

there is a lack of play space and a community

park. The Astley Ainslie is no longer ‘beyond the

walls’ but it can be open, breathing urban space,

transforming lives and connecting the generations

into the future.

Astley Ainslie
beyond the Walls

Donald Smith
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Red leaves embody the many fold parsimony of

nature. There are three ways in which a leaf that

turns red in autumn demonstrates nature’s 

economy. Ask an artist for a red pigment and you

will be asked in return just which red you want: is

it scarlet, crimson lake, cerise, magenta, maroon,

carmine or cherry? Ask a rose, a ripe cherry, 

or a dying maple leaf for red and the answer is 

always the same: I give you anthocyanin. Plants

are so parsimonious with their palette that their

artistry, not just in red but in many colours, 

depends chiefly on tweaking the chemistry of 

the anthocyanin molecule to colour it violet, 

purple, red, orange or yellow. ‘Why be so 

economical with chemistry?’ you may ask. 

‘Why be unnecessarily complicated?’ replies 

natural selection.

Natural selection reveals the second manifestation

of parsimony in a dying leaf. Natural selection 

is the motive force that achieves monumental

change from tiny, random nudges. It is a blind

process that makes colour. The random nudges

are genetic mutations that show up as changes 

in offspring. Take a careful look at a wood

crowded with bluebells in spring and you will no-

tice that one or two plants produce white flowers.

This is caused by a mutation throwing a spanner

into the biological machinery that makes antho-

cyanin. 

If that change is of advantage to the mutant plant,

for example causing it to produce more seeds

than plants with blue flowers, natural selection

will see to it that eventually whitebells replace

bluebells. Natural selection is blind in the sense

that it does not aim to make flowers blue or white

– it just favours whichever colour flower makes

the most copies of the plant in future generations.

It is in the nature of mutations that only small

changes tend to succeed because big ones are

invariably fatal. Imagine opening the bonnet of 

a well-designed car and removing the smallest

component you can find. Removing a small screw

probably won’t disable the engine. It probably

won’t improve it either, but very occasionally it

might. Natural selection works the same way and

it generates significant variation, for example in

the colour of flowers, from the smallest changes

to molecules like anthocyanin. So a red leaf is the

signature of subtle chemical changes that have

evolved through remorseless, yet parsimonious

natural selection.

When leaves turn red

Jonathan Silvertown
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The third leafy manifestation of nature’s parsi-

mony is seen in the advantage this colour gives to

a plant as it prepares for winter. Deciduous trees

actively sever their leaves in autumn, but before

they do so they break down the internal 

photosynthetic machinery of the leaf and recover

valuable nitrogen which is piped back into the

trunk. This recycling process involves taking apart

the chloroplasts in the leaf – the tiny green solar

panels that use light to turn carbon dioxide and

water into sugar. The problem for the plant is that

this process of dis-assembly takes place while

light is still flooding the leaf. Without the normal

protection of the pigment chlorophyll that absorbs

light energy when the leaf is green, sunlight 

produces hazardous molecules such as hydrogen

peroxide that chemically interfere with the orderly

recovery of nitrogen. Natural selection’s answer 

to this problem is to switch on the anthocyanin.

The red pigment shades the chemical reactions 

important to the recycling of nitrogen. 

Experiments have shown that more nitrogen is 

recycled from red leaves than from similar leaves

that lack anthocyanin. Red is a sign that recycling

is in operation.

Not all leaves turn red in autumn of course. 

Some plants use other pigments as protection.

The pigment carotene, responsible for the colour

of carrots, protects the leaves that turn yellow in

autumn. And in case you think that throwing away

a year’s leaf crop every autumn is a profligate

waste by an otherwise parsimonious nature, even

if the nitrogen is recycled, think again. Deciduous

plants that drop their leaves in autumn are 

protecting themselves from water loss over the

winter when the ground may be frozen solid 

and unable to supply them with the quantity that

leaves demand. Nature is not perfect, but she’s

pretty good!

When leaves turn red

Jonathan Silvertown
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Obviously impressed by the estate which he 

described as ‘the most beautiful site I have ever

seen’, he believed that interesting buildings and

open spaces should be made bright and as

pleasant as possible for his patients (Journal of

Decorative Art, 1894). Dr. Clouston worked closely

with Arthur Mitchell, official architect to the Gen-

eral Board of Lunacy in Scotland to make sure that

any change made to the existing estate would en-

hance the restorative effects of the architecture

and landscape. 

Similar views were held by David Ainslie, a wealthy

farmer who lived near Haddington ,who, when he

died in 1900, left most of his money 

for erecting, endowing and maintaining a 

hospital or Institution for the relief and behood 

(benefit) of the convalescents in the Royal 

Infirmary of Edinburgh, a hospital open to the 

distressed from whatever corner of the world   

they come, without restriction.

The trustees of his estate bought the land now

known as the Astley Ainslie Hospital, a protected

south facing site with gardens, several nineteenth

century houses and a ladies’ golf course. It was 

described as ‘one of the most beautiful sites in

the South Side of the city’. They employed the 

architects Auldjo Jamieson and Arnott to design

appropriate buildings and the landscaping of the

grounds was executed by Roland Edgar Cooper,

just prior to his becoming Head Curator of the

Royal Botanic Garden in Edinburgh and it was 

reported that ‘no better could be wished for 

as residence for the convalescents.’ 

Lily Bernheimer, an environmental psychologist

who works with architects, designers and 

organisations considers that it is crucial to make

every space truly work for the people and pur-

pose they serve. She quotes Winston Churchill

(himself no stranger to depression) in agreeing

that ‘we shape our buildings, and afterwards our

buildings shape us’, saying that humans have

been around far longer than buildings, and that,

before buildings, the natural environment of our

evolution played 

a foundational role in shaping us to be the 

creatures we still are today (Bernheimer, 2017).  

She is concerned that we have somehow lost

sight of the critical role that the built and natural

environment plays in shaping well-being and

communities. She believes that enabling people

to take an active role in shaping the everyday

spaces of their lives is critical to restoring a natu-

ral biophilic quality (focus on our connection with

the natural world) to our built- in environment. 

Is it that simple? Yes and no says Bernheimer, 

because the way we act and behave is often

quite counter-intuitive. We assume that traffic

lights and curbs protect pedestrians, but people

actually drive more safely when they are forced

to pay 

attention to their surroundings. Similarly, promising

parks can become magnets for antisocial activity!

However, evidence has shown that when people

are involved in shaping their own streets, homes

and work places, there is an increase in the level

By leaves we live. Some people have strange ideas that they live 

by money. They think energy is generated by the circulation of coins.

But the world is mainly a vast leaf-colony, growing on and forming 

a leafy soil, not a mere mineral mass: and we live not by the jingling

of our coins, but by the fullness of our harvests  

Geddes, P. (1918) 
Farewell lecture to Dundee students

The restorative effects of architecture 

and landscape

There have been examples, in Edinburgh, of

spaces that were designed according to the 

principle that a pleasant and varied environment,

contributes to mental and physical well-being. 

An idea emerged in the 19th and early 20th century

in South Edinburgh of the importance of restora-

tive environments for the recuperation and long

term recovery of people with physical and mental

health problems. These environments usually 

included both pleasant scenery and varied 

architecture.   

The founding of the Royal Edinburgh Hospital in

Morningside in 1813 was planned by Dr Andrew

Duncan, moved by the death of the poet Robert

Fergusson in Bedlam in 1794. The Edinburgh 

asylum was opened in 1813. By the 1840s it 

was open to all, including paupers, and the 

superintendent Dr William Mackinnon encouraged

the patients to work – on skills including gardening

and tailoring - and he installed a printing press 

to publish a hospital magazine. Mackinnon, who

approved of occupational therapy before it be-

came a formal study, also encouraged people 

to take up sport. The map published in 1851 

(see inside front cover) indicates the fine grounds

which were an important part of the asylum’s 

approach to therapy. The idea was handsomely

expanded by Dr Thomas Clouston, the later physi-

cian superintendent , when he encouraged the

board to purchase the well-wooded 60-acre Old

Craig estate in 1878, for the treatment of 

‘the insanes’. 

Health and well-being in cities,
the past and the present 

Michèle Hipwell
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of well-being, trust and cohesion. Informal social

control increases and crime rates decrease. 

We like spaces that flirt with us 

Bernheimer argues that we like spaces that flirt

with us. The spaces we love most, she says,

‘balance order with complexity’, ‘comfort with

awe’ and ‘we are equally drawn to spectacular

views and cosy nooks like window seats or 

sheltered courtyards’. She explains that the built

environment supports our well-being best when 

it echoes the natural world in some ways, through

its patterns, dimensions and shape. This is also

the case when the natural world is an integral 

part of it, such as roof gardens or green walls. 

Evidence has also shown that our environmental

preferences deeply impact our health, and it is

when we are at our most vulnerable that we most

need the support of a protective, life enhancing

environment.  

Why natural scenes reduce blood pressure and

circulating stress hormones

In her article in The Psychologist, Bernheimer also

remarked that 

natural scenes are marked by fractal geome-

try,

which involves a specific recipe of order and    

complexity. We see fractal shapes most 

obviously in trees and coastlines, which repeat    

self-similar forms on smaller and smaller scales.

Because our perceptual system evolved to  

function in this fractal world, we find the 

environment calming and pleasing. 

Designing urban spaces fit for all to live in 

On a more practical note, Alastair Parvin, architect

and WikiHouse co-founder is quoted as saying

‘what most people call bad design isn’t bad 

design. It’s really good design for a totally 

different set of economic outcomes, which is 

producing real estate’. 

Bernheimer argues that ‘to repair our 

dysfunctional streets and cities, we need to 

re-work the underlying economic and social

structures we have created as well’. Relying on 

a small number of profit-driven developers to 

construct the majority of our housing is rigged to

prioritise profit rather than well-being, community

or beauty, and that shows (Bernheimer, 2018).   

The beliefs of Dr. Clouston and David Ainslie 

survive and are even enjoying a revival, although

often only paid lip-service. Increasingly, ‘design-

thinking’ or ‘human-centred design approach’ 

is used in the development of new products, 

with potential users being consulted, so that 

their requirements and preferences may be 

incorporated into the end result. Environmental

psychologists use a similar type of ‘user experience’

for buildings and open spaces. In-depth 

consultation with local residents is essential 

to any new development or re-development in

urban areas so that buildings are designed with

sufficient open spaces and that, as well as being

functional, they are pleasant for all to live in and

promote health and well-being. 

Notes:

Health and well-being in cities, 

the past and the present 

Michèle Hipwell
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I found this book fascinating, and eye-catching too. 

There was even visual impact in the contents page, with well-chosen photographs 

underlining the broad divisions within the book. Beyond that, I was scarcely able to open it 

at a single page without finding at least one photograph, full-colour diagram or illustration.

To me though, where this book really scores is in the way it invites you to pick a page at 

random and read. In doing so, if you are like me, you are certain to discover something new

about plants, in the broad sense of the word covering the whole range from algae up to

trees, and I almost guarantee you will dip in again and again and resolve to read it more

thoroughly.  

For anyone really wanting to pore over the technical detail, there is plenty of scope for that.

Even for those who are already experts, or whose job it is to teach the subject, I imagine this

book would make a good refresher, or provide ideas to help pass on to others a sense of

magic about plants. I could list a dozen or more themes that I picked up from the book,

throwing light on different aspects of how plants work, fit in with their immediate environment

and respond to changing conditions and to competition, leading some to proliferate and

some merely to survive.

The final chapter stretches the interpretation of the book’s title by considering how plants

work for people, and how human beings have learned to exploit them in different ways 

and to develop new possibilities that were not obvious in the first place. It goes on to explain 

the need to maintain plant diversity, and how our own fate is inextricably intertwined with

that of plants. The knowledge that the book summarizes in such a clear and visually 

stimulating way is knowledge that needs to be dispersed more widely. As more people 

become aware of the importance of thriving and diverse plant communities we will slowly

begin to reconstruct the more sustainable relationships that we need with the world. This is

not simply a matter of general principle, taken on a global scale, but can come down to fine 

detail on a local scale, about the places around the corner that we see week in week out

every bit as much as the ones thousands of miles away that we may never see.

Review: 
Mike Hall

How Plants Work, 

Edited by Stephen Blackmore,

Ivy Press, 2018 
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We need natural capital risk registers, biodiversity assessments, global warming 

assessments, new methods of auditing, and so forth, for every single input and outcome 

in our local, and national economies, and a strictly scientific approach to taxation and 

subsidies.

Imports are part of all GDP assessments. Furniture made from imported wood will count 

as a plus with GDP. We do not factor in damage to equatorial ecosystems, human rights, 

or global warming. Hospital services spent on treating survivors from car accidents count 

as a plus, as do all the legal and other costs incurred. GDP makes absolutely no sense 

as a measure of success.

There are passages in the book that require some knowledge of basic economics and 

require more than one’s usual level of attention, but by and large the volume is a valuable

contribution to the thinking we need to do to get us out if the fix we are in. It is accessible,

and dotted with examples of situations that clarify his arguments in ways that encourage 

further thought. I am sure that I put this volume down to have a wee think at every other 

turn of a page!

Leading environmentalists from across the world are impressed by the ideas of 

Dieter Helm, so it is well worth the effort to read this book, which is very accessible and con-

taining many useful examples which clarify the author’s train of thought.

Scottish politicians should be aware of the serious importance of this way of considering 

the world’s economy. I am planning to petition the Scottish Parliament to invite Helm up to

speak, so that MSPs can think with the natural intelligence which will allow us and the world

to survive and propsper. 

Following pages:
Pradip Malde
Sliding Tree, 
Quarnford, Derbyshire
August 2019

This book will not go out of date for some time. We hear every day from the environmentalists’

point of view, and I count myself a member of this cohort. What Dieter Helm, a leading

economist, has done in this short volume is to look at the problem of biodiversity destruction

from the point of view of its impact on the economy.

Not a run-of-the-mill Keynesian economist, but a natural capital economist, Dieter Helm 

argues that a new rule of economics needs to be our guide, the aggregate natural capital

rule. While economists start with eco services, and work back to the natural assets, the

asset-based approach to the natural capital rule starts the other way round- with the assets

we inherit, and which we should also conserve and protect (at this stage in our possibly too

short history on earth, I would add enhance), Helm argues that as every economic action

has an impact, we have to have a system that will accommodate negative effects in such a

way that  can achieve an overall balance. A good deal of the book is devoted to addressing

how economics can achieve this balance while conserving and protecting our ecosystems.

A civil service/capitalist economist will start with the timber, the charcoal, and the firewood

from forests, and then impute a value. Let us be clear, especially for environmentalists like

your reviewer, this is not the route taken by natural capitalism.

What the aggregate natural capital rule demands is that one starts with the ecosystem of 

a forest. One  then determines the critical thresholds to sustain itself ( its renewability status)

and  only then calculates the benefits to society, human health, global warming reduction

etc etc afforded by conservation of the forest (or any other renewable resource).

Many environmentalists are suspicious of valuing our precious resources in such a way that

they can be traded ( in the same way as carbon ‘credits’). This is absolutely not what Helm 

is suggesting, but he does advise us to: ‘follow the money’.

For years, arguments have been raised against using Gross Domestic Product (GDP) as 

a method of calculating how successful an economy may be. Helm argues that we need 

to value our assets in a completely new way.

Review:
Robin Harper 

Natural Capital: Valuing the Planet.

Dieter Helm, CBE

Yale University Press. First published in paperback 2016 
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One of the curious problems faced by the medical profession is that of finding the scientific

proof, which justifies their procedures. We are, after all, practising on our own species; 

we can talk to each other and ask for symptoms and explanations. But we are immensely

complex in body and mind, and we are all different. The surface conceals as often as it 

reveals our nature and medical status. 

So, while it is blindingly obvious to every gardener that gardening is good exercise, that 

natural surroundings benefit our health, and the pleasure of growing plants is essential to

our minds – that we are not distinct from the natural world but are built into it – it can still 

be regarded as a fringe benefit, a decoration to our lives, rather than a necessity. 

Professor Geyer-Kordesch’s writing is a helpful account of the extraordinary route, not 

so much to recovery as to a new life. This remaking belongs within the world, rather than 

regarding life as a competitive race where nobody wins. Her pleasure in this is important

human information. 

The book is completed by Donald Smith’s effective historical account of community 

gardening in Edinburgh. These impressive initiatives may often be led by individuals, but

they engage hundreds of people in activity and physical intelligence, in companionship 

and in a relationship with other growing things. They offer natural democracy and an open

experience, essentially a reconnection to health and sociability. This movement must be

supported and regarded as of central not passing importance. 

It is to be hoped that the articulate advocacy of these two writers gives a spur to social and

political authorities, and reminds the world that land is for growing. 

Joanna Geyer-Kordesch was Professor of European Natural History and History of Medicine

at the University of Glasgow and, after retiring in 2006, she remains a Professor Emerita

there. In her professional work she bridged medical history to a cultural investigation of the

landscape.

She has written a book which changed direction in mid-writing, from a history of gardens

from the mediaeval to the modern to the therapeutic impact of gardening, and it offers the 

interest of both. She suffered a severe stroke in 2012, which paralysed her right side, and 

this meant that she had to educate the left side of her body and mind to take over. 

Her experience in her East Lothian garden was a key part of her rehabilitation, and was 

followed in a notebook and through watercolour drawings of the life around her:  

I like conversations with plants and people alike. They can be creative and supportive,

halting or useful. The silence of plants does not mean they don’t abide in your 

thoughts. You can use them creatively, or just contemplate how cycles function: 

the winter meditation that goes deep and has no visible signs, or the summer’s 

flourishing growth that is so abundant, rampant even. This book is an invitation 

to join that conversation.

It is, appropriately, a book that tends to meander like a garden path – it does not chart

progress but lives in a calmer sense of time. Humans, and indeed the management of the

medical profession in particular, are now obsessed with time, in measurable, equal units. 

But experience and life do not dance to a mechanistic rhythm: 

the mind and emotions are also vital to health – I think there is always a mind-body 

unity. If you can appreciate what grows, you are already ‘outside’ yourself and 

engaged in watching the vegetables or flowers, and you can internalise what 

happens in this process. It is not one thing but a progression – you learn how 

to enjoy paying attention. Plants move slowly – they slow you down from the 

demanding, fast world we are used to today. This slowing down shows us time 

in another way: you can heal and think things out in your own time. This is health, 

not in the dimension of ‘proper food’ alone, but of wholesomeness, integrating 

body and mind.

Review:
Sara Stevenson

Why Gardens Matter, 

Joanna Geyer-Kordesch with Donald Smith, 

Luath Press, 2020
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Robin Gillanders was Reader in Photography at

Edinburgh Napier University. He is a practising

photographic artist and has exhibited frequently

and internationally. In the 1990s he made several

collaborative works with the artist/poet 

Ian Hamilton Finlay, culminating in his exhibition

and book Little Sparta: Portrait of a Garden (1998).

More recent solo publications include 

The Photographic Portrait (2004), The Philosopher’s

Garden (2004), Highland Journey: In the Spirit of

Edwin Muir (2009) and A Lover’s Complaint, with

Henry Gough Cooper (2016) He had a major 

retrospective at Stills Gallery Edinburgh in 2017 

Mandy Haggith lives in Assynt and teaches 

Literature and Creative Writing at the University 

of the Highlands and Islands. She runs a tree 

poetry project, A-B-Tree, inspired by the Gaelic

tree alphabet. Her books include four poetry 

collections, a tree poetry anthology, a non-fiction

book about paper and five novels.

Michael Hall has spent most of his career 

formulating medicinal products and trying to 

improve how they are made. His scientific mind

has led him to experiment in other areas, such 

as gardening and bread making. He has well 

developed interests in natural history and 

environmental matters, in renewable energy 

technologies, in the intricacies of climate science,

and in aspects of history and prehistory. He has

been involved in several clubs and community 

organizations, and has lived close to the Astley

Ainslie for more than fifteen years. He is a keen

hill walker. He sometimes finds it extremely

difficult not to pick up a book. 

Alexander Hamilton is Chair of the Scottish 

Society for the History of Photography and 

Co-Editor of Studies in Photography. As an artist

his work in the field of art and ecology spans 

over 40 years. He has received major awards 

and exhibited internationally. His most recent

work comprises a programme of public art

commissions for clinical institutions, including 

the Queen Elizabeth University Hospital Glasgow.

www.alexanderhamilton.co.uk

Robin Harper OBE, FRSA, FRSSA (President ),

FRIAS (Hon), Vice President of the Arboricultural

Association. Robin Harper was a teacher in Fife,

Kenya and Edinburgh and Rector of Edinburgh

and Aberdeen Universities. He was leader of the

Scottish Green Party 1999–2009. His community

service and board memberships include the 

Traverse Theatre Company, Forth and Edinburgh

Children's Theatres, Wester Hailes Arts Centre,

Lothian Health Council, the National Trust. He was

Chair of Scottish Wildlife Trust. He is currently one

of the Executive Committee of the Astley Ainslie

Community Trust.

Michèle Hipwell is an accredited health 

psychologist, who has focussed on creative 

solutions for preventative health, well-being 

and sustainability, and works with grassroots 

communities. She is a member of the Executive

Committee of the Astley Ainslie Community Trust.

Lucy Holroyd is the Cyrenians Community 

Gardens Manager and over 15 years has helped 

to raise the profile of therapeutic greenspaces

across the Lothians. She manages two community

hospital gardens and associated patient 

programmes. She is passionate about promoting

health and wellbeing. In her spare time she loves

pottering about in the greenhouse, singing with

Edinburgh’s LGBT Choir, and volunteers on the

board of Edinburgh Garden Partners
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Patricia Ace is the author of the poetry collections

First Blood (HappenStance, 2006), Fabulous Beast

(Freight Books, 2013), In Defiance of Short Days

(Fair Stranger Press, 2019) and The Lido at Night

(Red Squirrel Press, 2020). She lives in rural

Perthshire and works as a yoga teacher

and therapist.

Katharina Axemo is a photographer and 

videographer, originally from Sweden who has

lived for 24 years in Edinburgh and London. 

She studied Photography at Central Saint Martins,

and BSc (Hons) Multimedia and Photography,

Brunel University. She has worked in fashion 

photography and photography/videography 

for a travel company, and has contributed to 

magazines and TV channels internationally. 

Christopher Baker is Director of European and

Scottish Art and Portraiture at the National 

Galleries of Scotland. He was co-curator of the

John Ruskin, Artist and Observer exhibition in 2014.

Stephen Blackmore studied botany at the 

University of Reading where he obtained both 

his bachelor’s degree and doctorate. In 1999 he

moved to the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh

(RBGE) as Regius Keeper. He was appointed

Queen’s Botanist in 2010 and three years later 

left RBGE to chair the Board of Botanic Gardens

Conservation International (BGCI). He chairs 

the Darwin Initiative, a UK government funding

scheme for biodiversity launched at the Earth

Summit in Rio.  

Alicia Bruce’s photography sits between 

documentary, staged imagery and activism.  

She works collaboratively with communities 

and is interested in environmental issues, human

rights, politics of space, territories and heritage.

Her work is held in several collections including

National Galleries of Scotland and UK Parliament,

she won the RSA Morton Award in 2014.  

www.aliciabruce.co.uk

Stuart Buchanan is a father, mountaineer, cyclist

and pilot, who has lived most of his life within

strolling distance of the Astley Ainslie. He originally

used it as a route to school, but now enjoys the

green space with his children.

Anna Crowe is co-founder of StAnza, Scotland’s

Poetry Festival. Her translations from Catalan and

Spanish brought a Society of Authors Travelling

Scholarship. Her poetry has been translated, 

anthologised, and recorded for the Poetry 

Archive, and received three PBS Choices/

Recommendations. Her third collection is 

Not on the Side of the Gods (Arc, 2019).

Birgitta Debenham is a textile artist, living in 

Edinburgh since 2017. She has held solo exhibiions

of her work in Dorset, between 2010 and 2016;

She qualified as a plant physiologist, now retired

(PhD University of Nottingham, 1999). She was a 

professional cellist with the Bergen Symphony 

Orchestra, Norway and the Royal Opera, 

Stockholm, Sweden. She was awarded the 

Jeton silver medal by the Swedish Royal 

Academy of Music in 1965. 
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Roksan Hur is currently a Master’s student 

in social work at the University of Edinburgh. 

She was previously a nursery manager. 

Kathleen Jamie is a Scottish poet and essayist,

and Professor of Poetry at the University of Stirling.

Norman McBeath is a photographer and 

printmaker with widely exhibited work, in the

Leica Gallery, New York, the Royal Academy 

and Scottish National Portrait Gallery. The NPG, 

London, has many of his portraits in its collection.

Holy Rood (with Robert Crawford) was recently 

acquired by the British Library, National Library 

of Scotland and Yale Center for British Art.

Professor Murdo Macdonald is author of Scottish

Art in Thames and Hudson’s World of Art series.

He is a former editor of Edinburgh Review. His

most recent book is Patrick Geddes’s Intellectual

Origins (Edinburgh University Press, 2020). Current

projects include a chapter on Robert Burns and

visual art for the Oxford Companion to Robert Burns.

Pradip Malde was born in Arusha, Tanzania in

1957. He finished his formal education at the 

Glasgow School of Art, remaining in Scotland for

ten years before migrating to Tennessee, USA,

where he now teaches as Professor of Art at 

Sewanee

Jonathan Silvertown is Professor of Evolutionary

Ecology in the Institute of Evolutionary Biology 

at the University of Edinburgh. He not only studies

plant ecology and evolution, but enjoys growing

plants and writing about them, for example in 

his popular science books An Orchard Invisible: 

a Natural History of Seeds and Dinner with Darwin:

Food, Drink and Evolution. 

Donald Smith is a storyteller, novelist and 

playwright and the founding Director of the 

Scottish Storytelling Centre.

Sara Stevenson is a cultural historian, who was

responsible for building the Scottish National

Photography Collection at the National Galleries

of Scotland. She is currently on the Executive

Committee of the Astley Ainslie Community Trust.

Iain Stewart is an Edinburgh based landscape 

and commercial photographer. Iain's Land, Sea

and Sky works have been exhibited and collected

extensively across the UK and USA, including 

The Photographers’ Gallery in London, the 

International Center for Photography in New York

and Jackson Fine Art in Atlanta. Iain runs a parallel

career as a freelance commercial photographer

with Scottish Government and NHS Scotland, and

is proud to have both his National Health Service

work in the collection at the National Galleries of

Scotland and his landscape work on the walls of

Edinburgh’s Royal Infirmary. A publication of new

landscape work, INNER SOUND, will be published

by Another Place Press in Summer 2020.

David Williams is an Edinburgh-based 

photographer whose work has been widely 

published and exhibited internationally. In 2018 

he was nominated for the Kyoto Prize (Arts and

Philosophy) – the Japanese equivalent of the

Nobel Prize. He was Head of Photography/Reader

at Edinburgh College of Art and retired in 2017.

Written in Film is a partnership of Trina McK-

endrick and Kev Theaker. With backgrounds in

education, countryside management and inter-

pretation, 

they specialise in narrative and telling stories.

Their films and interpretive projects are focused

on people, place and heritage. 

www.writteninfilm.com
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